
ABSTRACT 
 

LAMMADE, AKALU LENTIRO. Implementation and Testing of AC Coupled Interconnect 
Test Vehicle Technology. (Under the direction of Dr. Paul Franzon).  
 

The main challenge in commissioning a spacecraft system is the time it takes to design, 

build, integrate, launch, and bring online a given system. Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) 

has envisaged transforming these processes into what it calls “six-day spacecraft” in the 

next decade. The six-day spacecraft is basically getting a spacecraft part up and running in 

less than a week. This fast method of implementing a spacecraft system based on plug-

and–play (PnP) approach, dubbed Space Plug-and-Play Avionics (SPA), will also make the 

space system more robust in line with an increased requirement for communication 

channels to have good signal integrity and high-speed data paths, like for a spacecraft 

radio-frequency (RF) communications with the ground command center and the gunship.  

 

AC coupled interconnects (ACCIs) provide transceivers that provide clean and boosted 

high-speed data by blocking noise (DC components). How good these ACCI channels work 

can be determined based on Bit Error Rate (BER). We have implemented ACCI Test 

Vehicle to be used as a high-speed data transceiver inside a spacecraft.  An existing Bit 

Error Rate Test (BERT) system has been upgraded and redesigned to work with the 

implemented ACCI Test Vehicle to verify data integrity. This thesis mostly focuses on 

describing the implementation of ACCI Test Vehicle through integration of Appliqué Sensor 

Interface Module (ASIM) that bridge between Space Plug-and-Play Avionics using USB 

(SPA-U) and useful services for creating the SPA devices. The redesigned and upgraded 

FPGA-based application that runs on a PowerPC processor creates stress by sending 

Pseudo-Random Bit Sequences (PRBS) into several ACCI channels and assesses the 

performance of these channels. The designed application that had been intended to have a 

maximum data rate of 3.2Gbps with user-configurable and International Telecommunication 

Union-Telecommunication section (ITU-T) recommended PRBS test patterns didn’t work 

and we had to go back to a fallback option that provided relatively lower data rate. The 

complete system is implemented and tested on the designed ACCI Test Vehicle board 

running on Virtex II Pro Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).  



 

The logic modification for the BERT has been made in Verilog as there has been substantial 

hardware complexity compared to the original BERT design and, due to version upgrades 

the changes to the C-based drivers were made for the on-chip PowerPC processor to 

handle hardware routines. The BERT application allows the user to remotely configure the 

system and see BER test statistics through an RS232 interface.  The ACCI Test Vehicle has 

been designed in two separate multi-layered boards; daughterboard and motherboard. The 

motherboard houses the ASIM as one of its components for a centralized management of 

the sensor or the ACCI system for resources, including power management among many 

other things. This paper tries to show the overall design of the ACCI Test System that 

provides a full plug-n-play integration with ASIM using Satellite Data Model (SDM). This 

implemented system demonstrates new simplified dimensions to avionics and digital 

development challenges. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1 Motivation 
 

The most practical strategy to curb technical challenges in tasking spacecraft hardware and 

software rapidly is to adopt plug-and-play (PnP). Space PnP Avionics (SPA) is based on a 

set of interface-driven standards that have the capability to design, build, integrate, launch, 

and bring online a given space system by reducing the time frame for fielding an 

Operationally Responsive Space (ORS). [7] Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) developed the 

idea of Unified Serial Bus (USB)-based-SPA referred to as SPA-U for a centralized control 

of spacecraft components for rapid deployment. SPA-U is aimed at making spacecraft 

launch a push-button exercise by reducing the time of commissioning a spacecraft to less 

than one week within the next decade. This is designated “six-day spacecraft” for 

commissioning a spacecraft within a week. 

 

The premise of this research work is the design of AC coupled interconnect (ACCI) test 

vehicle that implements a high speed transceiver providing a very low Bit Error Rate (BER). 

The ACCI test vehicle will fly inside the US government research satellite namely tactical 

satellite-3 (TacSat3). A generic in-house developed Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT) application 

running on Xilinx development board was incepted as a candidate tool for checking the 

signal integrity of these channels after redesign as per the changes in the test vehicle. The 

design of both the BERT and the ACCI test vehicle was centered around Field 

Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) due to the flexibility of FPGA based implementations to 

make changes to the design at later stage. The initial plan in the test vehicle experiment was 

to design an ACCI chip that specifically meets AFRL’s space experiment requirements. Due 

to the reschedule of the TacSat3 launch date earlier than anticipated and the subsequent 
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impact on the research timeline, a readily available ACCI chip designed by Lei Lou [3] was 

selected for the space experiment. The BERT has been redesign to work with this 

differential TX/RX ACCI chip. The board-level hardware implementation and the BERT 

redesign were done but the chip didn’t work finally, as explained in the Implementations and 

Result sections. Therefore, another in-house implemented single-ended TX/RX ACCI chip 

designed by Jian Xu [4] has been used after making hardware changes to the board that 

houses the ACCI. The BERT has been redesigned for the second time. 

 

TacSat3 satellite will be launched as a Space Avionics Experiment (SAE) for testing 

onboard data processing with SPA capable spacecraft.  A TacSat3 will fly in low earth orbit 

(LEO) to demonstrate the simplification of spacecraft development through Appliqué Sensor 

Interface Module (ASIM) integration. The ASIM is central to SPA capability and involves 

machine-negotiated interfaces, which is important in speeding integration. Automating the 

process of electronic self-configuration and self-organization will allow rapid space vehicle 

construction. [6] Often, the simple action of plugging a device into an available port will 

accomplish identification, resource configuration, registration, power distribution, and rapid 

availability of the device for immediate use by compatible applications. Analog, digital, and 

communications I/O attached to the ASIM support a high-speed data path.  The spacecraft 

communicates with the ground command center and the gunship using radio-frequency (RF) 

links. ACCIs provide high-speed and low-power I/O which has contactless physical structure 

to relieve stress on these high-speed I/O ports. [3] Hence ACCIs enable to have 

transceivers that have increased bandwidth and performance with increasing IO density by 

optimizing the digital signals that actually carry information above DC. The performance of 

these ACCI channels can be determined based on BER. Pseudo-Random Bit Sequences 

(PRBS) are sent through the ACCI channels, and the received bits are compared with the 

original sequences to find errors during transmission. This measurement can also help 

determine if there has been any clock jitter during transmission. 

 

FPGA designs offer key advantages over other implementation technologies. Such 

advantages include user-configurability, fast time-to-market design flows and low cost. [11] 

For the same reason, the ACCI Test Vehicle implementation has been done using FPGAs. 

The FPGA also runs a PowerPC application that sends PRBS data through the transceivers 
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and checks the data at the receiver side to test channel integrity. This in-house developed 

FPGA-based application has been re-designed for Bit Error Rate Testing through the ACCI 

Test Vehicle. The BERT application is user-configurable that supports high-speed data rates 

(up to 3.2Gbps with Virtex II Pro) and ITU-T recommended PRBS test patterns. An FPGA is 

primarily made up of on-chip processor cores, a memory, programmable logic blocks and 

programmable routing. A circuit is implemented on an FPGA by configuring the logic blocks 

and the routing appropriately. Most FPGAs use static RAM (SRAM) cells to achieve their 

programmability. The original BERT uses Verilog as a Hardware Description Language 

(HDL) for implementing the BERT logic. The PowerPC application that ties the BERT logic 

to an RS232 menu interface was originally developed in C. Most of the Verilog modules 

have been redesigned to reflect the logic changes with substantial hardware complexity 

compared to the original BERT design. Because of version changes in the Xilinx 

development tools, modifications were made to the C-based RS232 application.  This 

required changing the hardware drivers for peripherals which complicated matters 

significantly.  The new hardware led to changes in the graphical user interface to allow the 

application program to deal with the new channels. 

 
The ACCI Test Vehicle has two separate multi-layered printed circuit boards (PCBs), a 

daughterboard and a motherboard. The motherboard design ends up with ten layers 

whereas the daughterboard has only four layers. The motherboard also contains the ASIM 

as one of its components for centralized management of sensors like the ACCIs for resource 

allocation including power management among many other things. Note that the word 

sensor in this thesis, unlike conventional usage, refers to a device that gets interfaced with 

the ASIM for SPA-U. A traditional sensor that was used in this research work was a 

temperature sensor which is explicitly specified as such later in this thesis. The 

daughterboard is our device under test (DUT); it houses the ACCI chip with its associated 

signals. The BERT application has been designed in such a way as to allow the user to 

remotely configure the system and see BER test statistics through an RS232 interface. The 

ACCI test system has full PnP integration with the ASIM using the Satellite Data Model 

(SDM).  The SDM employs an XML file which is referred to as an XML Transducer 

Electronic Datasheet (xTEDS) to define parameters such as voltage level for the sensor to 

be integrated with the ASIM.  
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1.2 Research Objectives 
 

The purpose of the work presented in this thesis is the implementation and testing of an 

ACCI Test Vehicle that will fly inside a spacecraft. A Tac-Sat3 satellite will fly in LEO to 

demonstrate the simplification that results from using self-contained SPA-compliant 

spacecraft development through ASIM integration for high-speed interfaces.  

 

1.3 Contributions 
 

The following contributions are made in this thesis. 

1. The re-design and implementation of a BER test system capable of evaluating serial links 

with ITU-T recommended test patterns. 

2. The implementation of a high-speed SPA-compliant ACCI Test Vehicle for rapid 

spacecraft development through ASIM integration  

3. Testing and evaluation of an ACCI Test Vehicle in an FPGA development environment. 

  

1.4 Thesis Overview 
 

Chapter 1 has provided the introduction, motivations and objectives of the ACCI Test 

Vehicle. Chapter 2 presents important information about FPGA based designs for SPA-U. 

Chapter 3 reviews publications relevant to the research area including SPA-U, AC coupled 

interconnects and BER testing. Chapter 4 details ACCI Test Vehicle implementation. 

Chapter 5 narrates results from the implemented test vehicle. Software testing and 

waveforms are also included. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and provides 

recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND  

 

In early days electronic devices were all hardwired and could not be changed, had limited 

functionality, and were very expensive. The arrival of the microprocessor / microcontroller, 

which still had hardwired components, provided some flexibility for post-manufacturing 

changes because software/firmware was reconfigurable. [9, 11] This resulted in a “soft” 

design revolution in the PC, communications, appliances and devices.  This then gave birth 

to FPGA’s. FPGA’s are very large arrays of soft-wired electronic logic hardware which can 

be reconfigured by the user almost instantly, providing the utmost freedom for logic design. 

Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) are the media through which the hardware is told 

how to behave. Hence FPGAs provide a flexible and easier means of designing Application 

Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC).  

 

The movement of a design into the ‘soft’ realm provides great benefits to the electronic 

product development process: 

 

• Critical design decisions can be made later in the design cycle. 

• Different implementation options can be considered throughout the design cycle.  

• Product can be brought to market earlier and then upgraded in the field.  

• The hardwired platform and the embedded intelligence can be developed 

concurrently. 

• The methodology facilitates easier design reuse and modularisation of design. 

 

When FPGAs first came out, they used simple SRAM to hold their configurations, which 

would be lost when the device lost power. The FPGA had to be programmed from scratch 

every time it was turned on, usually from a separate serial ROM chip.  Today, FPGAs come 

in Flash, EPROM, and EEPROM varieties that retain configuration, and can be re-
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programmed.  Fuse and anti-fuse FPGAs also exist, which act like PROMs in that they are 

one-time programmable, and cannot be reprogrammed.  

FPGA architecture differs from vendor to vendor and is characterized by structure and 

content of logic block and routing resources. Xilinx FPGAs are one of the most popular ones 

with a symmetric array of combinational logic blocks (CLBs) with look-up tables (LUTs) and 

D-Flip flops.  n-input LUTs can implement any n-input Boolean function embedded within the 

periphery of IO blocks.  The interconnection framework is comprised of wire segments and 

switches to provide a means to interconnect logic blocks. 

 

  
       Vertex  Vertex-E        Vertex-II         Vertex-II Pro    Future General 

Figure 2.1: Moore’s law in FPGAs  

 

FPGAs are the fastest growing segment of the semiconductor industry and they obey 

Moore’s law.  As transistor count increases, the cost of FPGAs decreases. The size of 

FPGA designs is in the range of 80k-150k gates, shown in Figure 2.1. [41]The most 

common process technology for FPGA is 0.13μm CMOS nine-layer copper. Designs based 

on older technologies (0.18μm, 0.25μm and above 0.35μm) hold portions of the remaining 

market share.  [41] 
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2.1 Components of FPGAs  
 

The emergence of highly capable FPGA devices at relatively low cost is fuelling an 

explosion in ‘soft’ system design. The Virtex-II Pro families contain FPGAs for designs that 

are based on IP cores and customized modules. This family incorporates multi-gigabit 

transceivers and PowerPC CPU blocks. It empowers complete solutions for 

telecommunication, wireless, networking, video, and DSP applications. The leading-edge 

Virtex-II Pro architecture are optimized for high performance designs in a wide range of 

densities. The Virtex-II Pro family enhances programmable logic design capabilities 

combining a wide variety of flexible features and IP cores, and is a powerful alternative to 

mask-programmed gate arrays. 

 

2.1.1 Processor  
 

Each Virtex-II pro package contains one or two an IBM PowerPC405 (PPC405) processor 

block, data-side block SelectRAM™ (DSBRAM) memory, instruction-side block SelectRAM 

(ISBRAM) memory, RocketIO transceivers, and packet processing interface logic. [35] 

These PowerPC core inside the FPGA has three processor bus interfaces that can be used 

for dedicated memory access, namely: the On-Chip Peripheral Bus (OPB), the Processor 

Local Bus (PLB) and the On-Chip Memory Controller (OCM) bus. The instruction-side OCM 

controller interfaces to the ISBRAM through a write-only port and a read-only port. The write-

only port can be used to initialize the ISBRAM, allowing the user to write to the ISBRAM 

through the DCR interface.  The read-only port is used to fetch instructions. [13]  

 

Virtex II Pro comes with dual IBM PowerPC hard-core processors and MicroBlaze soft-core 

processors.  These processors clock at a rate of up to 300MHz.  But usually FPGA design 

clock speed is in the lower range.  The soft-core processors can be configured with optional 

features, such as data and instruction caches, user-defined instructions, and multipliers.  

This kind of application-specific customizability as well as the flexibility to add any number of 

processors to a design with only a small area penalty is becoming more attractive as the 

design cost and NRE soar up in IC miniaturization age.  However, it becomes time 
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consuming and error prone to design multiprocessor when the number of processors grows 

quickly. 

 

2.1.2 Digital clock manager (DCM) 
 

FPGAs have multiples of DCM components depending on family variations.  It manages 

clocking in an FPGA design by using variety of powerful features.  
 

1. Clock De-Skew: Delay-locked loop (DLL) inside the DCM uses buffers and control 

logic to take care of clocking delays in position variation in a design from the input 

clock.  The control line takes care of delays by comparing the incoming signal 

(CLKIN) against feedback input (CLKFB) to provide an output when they coincide. 
 

2. Frequency Synthesis: Provides double the input frequency at zero and 180 degree 

phase shift – (CLK2X & CLK2X180) and fraction of the input frequency (CLKFB) 

divided by 1.5, 2, 2.5, etc up to 16. [13] It also has outputs (CLKFX and CLKFX180) 

based on both multiplier (M) and divisor (D). 
 

3. Phase Shifting:  Outputs CLK0, CLK90, CLK180 and CLK270 are the same 

frequency delayed by 0, ¼, ½, ¾ of a clock periods. 
 

4. General Control Signals: Provide control for phase shift overflow, reset, etc.  
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Figure 2.2: Digital Clock Manager (DCM) 

 

2.1.3 RocketIO 
 

FPGAs have several multi-gigabit transceivers (up to 20 in Virtex II pro family) that can 

support high-speed serial standards such as GigaBit Ethernet, Fiber Channel, Infiniband 

and XAUI.  These transceivers are capable of transferring data at a rate of up to 

10.3125Gbps serially. The RocketIO transceivers are made up of Physical Media 

Attachment Unit (PMA) and Physical Coding Sub-layer (PCS). [10] The PMA contains the 

serializer / de-serializer (SERDES), transmit (TX) and receive (RX) buffers, clock generator, 

and clock recovery circuitry. The PCS contains the 8B/10B encoder/decoder, 64B/66B 

encoder/decoder, and the elastic buffer supporting channel bonding and clock correction. 

POWERDOWN is a single-bit primitive port that allows shutting off the transceiver, in case it 

will not be transmitting or receiving for a long period of time. 

 
SerDes: Serializer / de-serializer is a transceiver that converts serial-to-parallel on the TX 

side and parallel-to-serial on RX side.  

 

8B/10B encoding: Translates an 8-bit parallel data byte to be transmitted (encoded at TX) 

into a 10-bit serial data stream (decoded at the RX). A programmable option allows the 

decoder to be bypassed. The serial port transmits the least significant bit of the 10-bit data.  
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The serial data bit sequence is dependent on the width of the parallel data. The least 

significant byte is always sent first regardless of the whether 1-byte, 2-byte, 4-byte or 8- byte 

paths are used. The most significant byte is always sent last. TXDATA [7:0] is serialized and 

sent out first followed by TXDATA [15:8], TXDATA [23:16], and finally TXDATA [31:24]. The 

2-byte path transmits TXDATA [7:0] and then TXDATA [15:8]. [10] 

 
TXCHARDISPMODE[0]       
 TXCHARDISPVAL[0]      
  TX[7] TX[6] TX[5] TX[4] TX[3] TX[2] TX[1] TX[0] 
j i h g F e d c b a 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 

Figure 2.3: The 10-Bit TX Data Map with 8B/10B Bypassed  

 

FIFO: The data path of both the transmitter and the receiver include buffers (FIFOs). The TX 

clock (transmitter buffer’s write pointer) is frequency-locked to the reference clock to 

accommodate a phase difference. The slight difference in frequency between the recovered 

clock and the internal FPGA core clock is accommodated by the receiver elastic buffer. This 

allows clock correction realignment of the input stream to ensure proper alignment of data 

being read through multiple transceivers. [10] 

 

CRC checking: Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) is a procedure to detect errors in the 

received data. The RocketIO transceiver CRC logic supports the 32-bit invariant CRC 

calculation used by most of the transceiver standards. The CRC logic recognizes where, on 

the transmitter side, the CRC bytes should be inserted, and replaces four placeholder bytes 

at the tail of a data packet with the computed CRC.  

 

Comma detector: The comma detector continuously monitors the incoming data stream for 

the existence of comma words at all possible bit locations and determines where the 

commas will reside in the parallel receive data. The comma indicates to the de-serializer 

how to parallelize the data and where to place the comma in the parallel data bytes. [1] If 

receive clock occurs at the wrong time, the comma detection may be susceptible to bad 

realignment.  
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Differential Signals 

 

A serial differential pair consists of a true (VP) and a complement (VN) set of signals. The 

voltage difference represents the transferred data (VP – VN = VDATA). [12] The RocketIO 

transceiver is implemented in Current Mode Logic (CML) with both VP and VN with one pair 

always sinking more current than its complement. The CML output consists of a differential 

pair with 50Ω source resistors with a signal swing created by switching the current in a 

common-source differential pair. [10, 9]  

 

Many popular high-speed applications use Low Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS). 

Virtex-II Pro IOs are designed to comply with the EIA/TIA electrical specifications for LVDS 

to make system and board design easier. External source termination can be eliminated 

with the addition of an LVDS current-mode driver in the IOBs. [12, 35] Virtex-II Pro devices 

provide the most flexible solution for doing an LVDS design in an FPGA.  

2.1.4 UserIO 
 

As FPGAs continue to grow in size and capacity, the varieties of I/O standards increase 

proportionally. Furthermore, as system clock speeds continue to increase, the need for high-

performance I/O becomes more important. The task of achieving the desired system 

performance is becoming more difficult with the proliferation of low-voltage I/O standards. 

SelectIO-Ultra provides high-performance alternative to I/O resources used in more common 

programmable devices. SelectIO-Ultra blocks in Virtex-II Pro FPGAs have up to 22 single-

ended I/O standards. [12, 35] Supporting such a variety of I/O standards allows support for a 

wide variety of applications.  

 

Each Input/Output Block (IOB) includes six registers, two each from the input, output, and 3-

state signals within the IOB. [35] These registers are optionally configured as either a D-type 

flip-flop or as a level-sensitive latch. The six registers in each IOB allow designers to 

implement double-data-rate (DDR) logic in the I/O blocks. Each pair of the flip- flop (FF) has 

different clocks so that the flip-flops can be driven by two clocks with a 1800 degree phase 

shift to achieve DDR.  
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2.2 Proposed System  
 

The main focus of the ACCI Test Vehicle experiment is the implementation and testing of 

SPA-U devices using FPGAs. The ASIM can be integrated with ACCI for high-speed IO 

bridging between different services and SPA devices.  

 

 
Figure 2.4: ACCI test Vehicle 

 

The different IO voltage signaling options in FPGAs could use either UserIO or RocketIO to 

obtain high-speed transceiver channels. Xilinx software tools have been used to implement 

a logic system that allows the user to send and receive PRBS data and calculates BER. The 

overall system is shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

The test vehicle can be viewed as a main system (motherboard) TX and RX PRBS data to 

and from a device under test (daughtercard) using ACCI channels for BER. The PowerPC 

processor executes the BERT logic and gives the BER results. The ASIM provides 

centralized control of the ACCI system for resources like power. The ASIM integration of 

ACCIs for high-speed IO in an FPGA environment provides a flexible way to customize and 

scale the system. However, FPGA based systems consume more power compared to other 

ASIC implementations.  
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CHAPTER 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

3.1 Space Plug-and-play Avionics  
 

Currently it takes months to deploy a spacecraft system, and this has made such an 

endeavor costly and the main challenge in commissioning one. The AFRL has embarked on 

developing a novel technology that will transform this area in the next decade.  The AFRL is 

committed to identify a mission need and deploy a system that is ready to integrate onto a 

launch vehicle in less than a week.  The novel technology uses commercial standards, such 

as the Universal Serial Bus (USB), Spacewire, and Ethernet to form spacecraft buses and 

payloads for fielding an ORS in a few days. [7] The implementation is believed to address a 

number of current technical challenges for space craft development. 

 

The current low-speed USB version (that supports about 12 Mbps) is re-engineered slightly 

to meet spacecraft signaling, synchronization (using a 1-Hz sync pulse) and power 

requirements (up to 3A at 28V). [5, 6] This re-engineered technology is referred to as the 

SPA-U for short.  There is also another version of SPA that incorporates both USB and 

Spacewire to transport data at 625 Mbps; this is known as SPA-S for short.  As shown in 

Figure 3.1, a spacecraft has a network of SPA components, such as GPS, ACCIs and 

thermometer, connected to a command and data handling unit (C&DH) unit. [5, 6, 7]  The 

SPA-U networks have three components (similar to USB networks): 1) hosts, 2) hubs, and 

3) endpoints.  These components are described in detail below. 
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Thermometer
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Dynamic  disc dir

 
Figure 3.1: The SPA-U Interface 

 

SPA-U hosts: Like USB hosts, SPA-U hosts act as the root for the dynamic network to link 

the host and endpoints. [5, 7] Unlike USB hosts, however, SPA-hosts involve the distribution 

of 28V power, synchronization, and the availability of accessory grounding.  

 

SPA-U hubs: There are two aspects that make the SPA-U hubs different from USB-hubs. 

SPA-U hubs help form more complex and redundant topologies and also they manage 

spacecraft power switching and distribution. [7] 

 

SPA-U endpoints: SPA-U endpoints provide electrical connection to the rest of the devices 

in the SPA-U tree.  [7] Lower speed, low power devices tend to use low performance SPA-U 

interfaces.   

 

Appliqué Sensor Interface Module 
 

Appliqué Sensor Interface Module (ASIM) is an embedded computer with analog, digital and 

communications Input/Output (I/O). [6, 5] ASIM is a system that involves machine-

negotiated interfaces.  The use of automation is important in speeding integration by 

automating device configuration avoiding the need for manual analysis of interface control 

documents (ICDs) such as device voltage levels.  
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In other words, ASIM provides automatic support for services including power management, 

synchronization and electronic datasheet (i.e. xTEDS) to interface SPA-U or SPA-S 

standard and a user design simplifying SPA device integration. [6] It is compact reference 

design that contains the SPA-U interface, a processor, power control, and some set of 

standard input and output capabilities. 

 

8051 CPU
-------

supports xTEDS 
and PnP

XTEDS
------------
NVRAM

SRAM

USB
Int/f
Ckt

Analog 
Function Ckt

Reg.
 3.3 VDC

GND

+28 ret

TEST CKT

CNTRL

CLK

DIGITAL I/O (16)

SPORT

A/D (16)

TBD 
Connector

+28

IPPS  Sync

TEST BYPASS CONNECTOR

DAC

x28
GND

Switched 
28v

X28 ret
X +3.3
X 3.3 ret

 
Figure 3.2: ASIM embedded computer with analog, digital and communications I/O. [6] 

 

All interfaces to the ASIM associated with the SPA-U connections including the target 

sensor device are shown in Figure 3.2.  The Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA (XC4VLX25) (a field-

programmable gate array) is the main component of ASIM. [5] With most of the ASIM 

functionality implemented in an FPGA, the designs can be moved fairly easily to a structured 

ASIC device for space flight applications.  A Xilinx flash memory configuration device exists 
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on the board as well so that the developer can configure the ASIM to boot itself from flash 

during power on. 

 

The various components of ASIM are discussed below: 

 

a. Central processing unit (CPU): The CPU in ASIM is a microcontroller that provides 

the intelligence required for the automated support of xTEDS and PnP devices. 

 

b. USB interface: Support for SPA-U interface is provided by USB interface circuit. 

 

c. Clock management: Create timestamps at the SPA-U interface for proper signal 

synchronization.  

 

d. User facilities: Give localized support for digital, analog and IO in the ASIM for 

simpler integration of user designs to the SPA-U interface. 

 

e. Non-volatile memory: The writable permanent storage maintains xTEDS and 

codespace. 

 

f. Power management: Provides the central management of power by constraining 

power for the individual devices through the switchable relay connections from the 

28V SPA-U bus. The ASIM processor controls of the switchable relay connections.  

 

g. Test bypass interface: An ASIM interface for system verification and debug. 

 

h. SPA Device Software Support: Client-side application programming interfaces 

(API) reduce the burden of xTEDS development. 

 

3.1.2 The Satellite Data Model (SDM) 
 

The SDM is the key to the PnP software architecture. It provides a framework for the data 

that the PnP device (sensor or producer of data on the satellite) is handling, unlike the ICD, 
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which focuses on physical aspects of the operation of the device. The software for PnP 

technology follows a vertically-layered model similar to the seven-layered open system 

interconnects (OSI) model. [22, 7] The PnP components are at the bottom layer, which 

comprises the logical component layer and physical interfaces using SPA-U or SPA-S. The 

application and the component layers interface to a middleware also known as the satellite 

data model (SDM).  The SDM is implemented as an API.  This API allows application 

programs to have a consistent interface even when the underlying hardware is changed. 

This automatically implies that the implementation of the SDM reduces the ICD to an 

electronic description of the data which controls the interfacing of processes at the lowest 

layers.  

 

A public Common Data Dictionary (CDD), developed and managed by pool of developers as 

a public resource, is a protocol that allows the processes to speak the same language. 

Dissimilar developers in different places and times can work on processes and be able to 

understand what data each produces using the CDD standard. [7, 6]    

 

The SDM interface managers are described as follows: 

 

1. Processor Manager: resides on every processor to keep each processor active 

(messaging between processes, maintaining a real-time clock, and providing a 

periodic heartbeat to the system i.e. the task manager. The special “per processor” 

process continuously monitors activity of the parent processor and periodically 

checks for the existence of pending tasks that can be executed by the parent. While 

no operating system is required per se, the process can be multithreaded, handle 

interrupts, and utilize an operating system as appropriate based upon the specific 

processor). 

 

2. Data Manager: periodically checks the availability of data for process. 

 

3. Task Manager: checks active and pending tasks periodically. 

 

4. Sensor Manager: Gives the PnP support to the processing system.  
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5. Network Manager: discover the network and develop routing tables (determines 

what components are connected to the network, their addresses, and associated 

routing tables), which is part of the ASIM and is supported with driver code written. 

Hardware added for a specific purpose may require application specific drivers to be 

written. These drivers are simply sets of software routines to perform input and 

output in appropriately abstract ways. 

 

Some driver and task modules rely on an interrupted routine to perform time critical 

operations. To be a PnP device, the ASIM and its connected sensor must be able to 

communicate to the host computer about what function is being implemented without user 

intervention. [5] In the SDM system design an application requiring a particular piece of 

information, such as temperature or power consumption, can register with a sensor manager 

to get this information from a source which produces it, such as an ASIM with a thermometer 

or battery pack connected to it.  In this system each element uses an XML file called an 

xTEDS to communicate this information.  The xTEDS contains information about what type 

of sensor is being implemented, what data it produces, and how to get that data.  

 

The xTEDS is not used by the ASIM itself, but instead is used to tell a host computer how 

the ASIM application works. [5] The xTEDS is written to the ASIM at development time as a 

text file to be stored in the serial flash and is read by the host as a text file in one pass 

during operation. The sensor developer should create an xTEDS before creating the ASIM 

application software.  Sensor data produced by an application are defined in the xTEDS for 

the application.  These data generally amount to discrete variables of interest, such as 

temperature, voltage, position, and similar points that may be measured by the ASIM and its 

sensor electronics or reported by a legacy device. [5, 7] An RS-422 port connected to the 

test bypass pins of the ASIM allows an external system to assume control of the register file. 

This functionality is known as test bypass. 

 

The basic steps in the sensor development process are illustrated below. 
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• Design sensor electronics which use the ASIM as a component or interface the ASIM 

to an existing sensor package. Create a printed wiring assembly with these 

electronics and an interface connector to an SPA-U cable. 

 

• Build an xTEDS describing the sensor application and program it in the ASIM. 

 

• Write C code for an ASIM using the baseline source code as a starting point and 

load it into the ASIM. Test the functionality on the desktop using the development kit 

tools. 

 

• Test the functionality in the test bed or standalone implementation of the SDM 

software. 

 

3.2 AC-Coupled Interconnects 
 

As Moore’s Law continues to shrink integrated circuits (ICs), there have been increases in 

integrated on-chip functions and off-chip interconnects. The increase in off-chip 

interconnections requires the I/O to be packed densely and be capable of operating both 

with high bandwidth and low power. [4, 3] AC-coupled interconnects circuits that substitute 

traditional conductive interconnects are aimed at enhancing bandwidth and power 

performance of these denser chip-to-chip interconnections (I/Os).  

 

Jian et al. (2006) demonstrated that contactless AC-coupled interconnects utilize coupled 

inductors or series capacitors to alleviate mechanical stress at IO interfaces. [4] An array of 

non-contacting structures is inherently denser, more compliant and more mechanically 

robust than an array of contacting structures. AC-coupling not only enables multi-gigabit 

signaling but also provides high bandwidth and low power chip-to-chip communications. 

ACCIs use pulse signaling to bring power saving on the transmitter side compared to the 

conventional non-return to zero (NRZ) signaling and the non-contact capacitor or inductor 

plates provides increased IO density as opposed to the classical solder bump IOs. [3]  
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Hence AC-coupling gives power efficient, high pin density and compact transceivers for 

high-speed chip-to-chip communications. Jian et al. demonstrated a novel physical 

configuration known as a multi-chip module (MCM) that brings a chip in close proximity with 

the substrate. MCM capacitive connections are composed of a transceiver, capacitive or 

inductive coupling elements and interconnections with no interface for AC coupled signals.  

[4, 3]  

 

3.2.1 Capacitive Coupling 
 

The essence of capacitive coupling is that at low frequency the series capacitor has infinite 

impedance blocking the low frequency signals out of the transmitter (TX) circuit whereas at 

normal operating frequency, impedance is low acting like a short circuit allowing high-

frequency signals into and out of the amplifier to avoid the requirement for DC contacts. [4] 

The shunt capacitor on the receiver (RX) side has small impedance at normal frequency 

allowing AC signals whereas at a very high frequency, the shunt capacitance has infinite 

impedance.  Overall, the channel has a band-pass frequency response; high-pass filter at 

the transmitter and a low-pass filter at the receiver. Figure 3.3 illustrates the basic 

schematics for capacitive coupling interconnects (CCIs). 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Basic Schematic Circuit for Capacitive Coupling Interconnects (CCI) 

 

High-pass filtering converts the edges into pulses while low-pass filtering slows the edge 

rate of the transmitted signal. The selections of capacitance value determine the physical 

dimensions of the plate.  
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3.2.2 Inductive Coupling 
 

Similar to capacitive coupling, inductive coupling can take advantage of the fact that two 

inductors can form a transformer when brought into close proximity of each other. [1] A 

current mode TX circuit converts a combined DC and AC voltage signals into bipolar current 

swings (AC) by removing the DC offset.  At the first transformer, the current swings excite 

the primary inductor and induce current pulses at the secondary inductor.  These current 

pulses flow in the T-line and pass the second transformer. Figure 3.4 illustrates the basic 

schematics for inductive coupling interconnects.   

 

 
Figure 3.4: Basic Schematic Circuit for Inductive Coupled Interconnects 

 

The filter response of an inductive coupling interconnects channel, similar to a capacitive 

coupling interconnects, is that of a band-pass filter due to the conversion of the signals into 

bipolar swings and the regeneration of the signals at the receiver.   

 

3.2.3 Buried Bump Technology 
 

The interface technologies discussed so far overcome mechanical limitations of IC 

miniaturization by creating contact-less AC signals with out provision for physical 

connections for DC and ground.  Buried bump technology fill this gap by providing DC paths 

across the chip-substrate interface and at the same time support the contact-less AC 

coupling for chip-to-chip communication to provide power and ground pin distribution and 

high-density IO in one package. [32] Routing layers are created on the substrate surface to 

allow DC voltages to be brought to the solder bumps and provide chip-to-chip 

interconnection via the AC coupling elements. 
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A portion of each AC coupling element is fabricated on the uppermost metal level of the 

substrate wherever AC chip-to-chip interconnections are desired and pads for solder bumps 

are fabricated on the top metal level of the chips where DC connections are required 

between the chip and the substrate (see Figure 3.5).  

 

 
Figure 3.5: Basic AC-Coupled Interconnects 

 

3.3 Bit Error Rate Test 
 

Today’s bandwidth hungry applications for text, voice and video demand very high 

performance chip-to-chip serial communication links. Also, trends in semiconductor 

technologies accelerate the adoption of serial interfaces to mitigate the high pin count and 

data-channel skewing problems. Bit error requirements are tight for full-duplex 

communication for streaming data like voice and video because if the bit error requirement 

is too loose, voice gets distorted and video blurs.  [23] For the same reason, in some 

networking standards the issue of “zero bit error rate” has been satisfactorily addressed. In 

practice, signals can not get transmitted error free due to many limitations including clock 

jitter, crosstalk, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and EMI. 

 

A BER system consists of transmitter, receiver, pattern generator and device-under-test 

(DUT). [25, 24] Bit Error Rate (BER) is the number of bits in error divided by total number of 

bits transmitted (as shown in Equation 1), received, or processed over some defined period. 

[13] It is a measure of signal integrity of a given channel usually expressed as a negative 

power of ten.  High-data-rate serial communication architectures, whose clock signals are 
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generally embedded in the transmitted data, have less accurate BER. However, the clock 

and data recovery (CDR) circuit extracts the data from the clock and estimates the BER 

effectively without comparing each captured bit for error detection.  

 

BER = BitsError
TotalBits

… Equation 1 

 

A BER of 10-12, for instance, indicates that the number of bit errors should not exceed 1 error 

in 1,000,000,000,000 bits (1 trillion bits) of information.  For an information transfer rate of 

10 Gbps, this translates to a maximum of 1 error every 100 seconds.  The bit error rate 

(BER) is a widely used figure of merit for the quality of a communication system. Most 

applications require 10-12 or even lower BER from their gigabit serial interfaces.   

 

Accurate measurement of BER is accomplished by sending a large amount of pseudo-

random data through the system and counting the number of errors.  Pseudo-random data 

is generally used because it usually more accurately mimics the actual operation of the 

system, and it is easy to generate in a deterministic way, facilitating comparison of the 

output with the correct data.  

 

The data to be transmitted is constructed using Pseudo-Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) 

patterns. The receiver BER module compares the incoming data with the expected data to 

detect errors. The BER supports several different types of user selectable PRBS and clock 

patterns. Frame counters in the receiver are used to track the total number of data words 

(frames) received, the total number of data words with bit errors, and the total number of bit 

errors. The SerDes (serializer / de-serializer) takes parallel data, converts it to serial data on 

the transmitter side and realigns the serial data back to parallel data at the receiver. This 

makes it an important component in BER.  The receiver has CDR circuit that extracts the 

data from the clock and time-aligns it for the de-multiplexer, which outputs the parallel data.  

 

The BER can be measured either in a loopback fashion or using open-loop systems.  The 

loopback feature allows quick testing of the system without having the need to apply 

external cables or pattern generators. The PRBS generator and the error detector reside in 
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the same location. Loopback allows the user to send the data that is being transmitted 

directly to the receiver only by feeding back the data before the SerDes device. In the open-

loop configuration, the data transmitted from the output pads of the transmitter is received at 

the receiver. [1] The PRBS generator and the error detector reside far apart, facilitating 

testing the entirety of the transmitter and receiver.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.6: BER System 

 

BER measurement is a time-consuming process.  Methods like AC stimulus, channel 

degradation, Q-factor measurement and SNR-based measurement are alternate options to 

accelerate the process of BER measurement. [1] Each of these methods reduces BER 

measurement time by assuming a Gaussian distribution for the errors or by extrapolating the 

BER values under artificially induced noise.  
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CHAPTER 4  
ACCI TEST VEHICLE IMPLEMENTATION  

 

The purpose of this section is to describe the two phase ACCI Test Vehicle implementation. 

As stated in the previous sections, the ACCI Test Vehicle is implemented on a Xilinx Virtex II 

pro (XC2VP20) FPGA. Full PnP integration with ASIM was realized using the SDM.  The 

test vehicle will be one of the payloads in the Tactical Satellite-3 (TacSat-3); joint-venture 

experiment of U.S. government agencies including AFRL’s satellite Space Avionics 

Experiment (SAE). The SAE involves the use of reprogrammable components to validate 

PnP avionics capability. As described in the introductory section, the ACCI implementation 

in two stages has to do with the selection of different ACCI chips for the test vehicle. The 

initial implementation which was done using differential TSMC 0.18μm CMOS technology 

ACCI chip described in section 4.1 and the design changes to the test vehicle when using 

the single-ended TSMC 0.35μm CMOS technology ACCI chip due to the unsuccessful 

results from the original design is narrated in section 4.2.  

 

4.1. Initial Implementation  
 

The overall design of the Test Vehicle has been done with the high-speed differential ACCI 

chip in mind described below. 

 

4.1.1 Hardware Components 
 

The hardware including the paint for the cover box was designed with aircraft systems in 

mind for reduced maintenance and low flash. Most of the components in the assembly are 

rated for industrial temperatures (-40oC to +85oC) which are NASA or MIL grade and can 

pass radiation tests for space experimentation. [2] The hardware design is divided into two 

separate multi-layer boards: a daughterboard and a motherboard.  
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The daughterboard sockets into the motherboard using high-speed connectors. The 

connectors support single-ended and differential pair signal routes for high-speed IO, low-

speed analog routes from DAC outputs in the ASIM, and ground and power supply to the 

daughterboard. The differential IO routes in the design use the 2.5V LVDS standard 

whereas the single-ended IOs use 1.8V LVCMOS signaling.  

 

Figure 4.1 depicts the high-level block diagram of the ACCI Test Vehicle.  

 

 Figure 4.1: ACCI Test Vehicle Block Diagram 
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Motherboard: The motherboard, which houses the VP20 and the ASIM is a ten layer PCB 

stack-up, putting components as close to one another as possible to reduce trace lengths. 

FPGA IOs have on-chip termination applied but impedance matching for serial high-speed 

IO routing has been implemented (50 Ohm for single ended or 100-Ohm differential). The 

four RX and TX RocketIOs and the two clock signals for the differential signals - which are 

highly impacted by trace spacing - are routed separately on the top layer, each pair with two 

traces and a reference plane forming a transmission line. A trace together with the reference 

plane forms a transmission line for a single-ended signal. The dielectric constant of the 

material and the geometry of the traces determine the characteristic impedance. Capacitors 

are used for AC coupling of the data lines. The rest of the layers include analog and digital 

signal routing, supply routing (28V, 3.3V, 2,5V, 1.5V, ground), VTRX and VTTX with high-

priority signals like analog and digital routing to the daughterboard are in the top of the 

stack-up and low-priority supplies in the bottom of the stack-up. 

 

Daughterboard: The daughterboard housing the ACCI chip has been designed with four 

layers. The bottom layer and the second layer are used as the transmission line layers. The 

bottom layer contains micro-strip lines for Rocket I/O and wire bond pads for the ACCI chip. 

The inner layer is the strip-line layer for routing the ACCI routing channels. Each of the four 

channels is routed to their vias at different length. The routing problem that arises when 

RocketIO differential signals cross each other has been solved by swapping the polarity of 

the differential pairs.  

 

The implementation of the test vehicle with emphasis on the ACCIs, ASIM, clock generation, 

power delivery and peripherals is discussed below. The overall floorplan of the implemented 

system is shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2: ACCI Test Vehicle Floorplan 

 

ASIM  
 

The board level ASIM system sockets into the motherboard to provide centralized 

management of target sensor devices like the ACCIs for ORS in the SPA-U Space Testbed. 

One of the main parts of the ASIM is the Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA (XC4VLX25). [5] The ASIM 

has IO for target connection sensors, interface to the SPA-U and its own PROM for booting 

from flash at startup. It also provides centralized power management of the sensors. 
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T3 TDIO_00 V_SPORT_OUT_P H3 
T4 TDIO_01 SPORT_OUT_1 H5 
T5 TDIO_02 SPORT_OUT_2 H6 
T6 TDIO_03 V_SPORT_OUT_N H4 
T7 TDIO_04   
T8 TDIO_05   
T9 TDIO_06   
T10 TDIO_07 SPORT_IN1+ H7 
T11 TDIO_08 SPORT_IN1- H8 
T12 TDIO_09 SPORT_IN2+ H9 
T13 TDIO_10 SPORT_IN2- H10 
T14 TDIO_11   
T15 TDIO_12   
T16 TDIO_13 TB_00 H13 
T17 TDIO_14 TB_01 H14 
T18 TDIO_15 TB_02 H15 
  TB_03 H16 
T21 ANALOG_CH0   
T22 ANALOG_CH1 DIN+ H19 
T23 ANALOG_CH2 DIN- H20 
T24 ANALOG_CH3 SIN+ H21 
T25 ANALOG_CH4 SIN- H22 
T26 ANALOG_CH5 SOUT+ H23 
T27 ANALOG_CH6 SOUT- H24 
T28 ANALOG_CH7 DOUT+ H25 
T29 ANALOG_CH8 DOUT- H26 
T30 ANALOG_CH9   
T31 ANALOG_CH10   
T32 ANALOG_CH11   
T33 ANALOG_CH12   
T34 ANALOG_CH13 PPS_P H35 
T35 ANALOG_CH14 PPS_N H36 
T36 ANALOG_CH15   
    
T19 AGND USB_VBUS H39 
T20 AGND USB_D+ H41 
T37 AGND USB_D- H42 
T38 AGND   
    
T39 DAC_A TDI H29 
T40 DAC_B TD0 H30 
  TMS H31 
T41 3.3V_OUT TCK H32 
T42 3.3V_OUT   
T45 SWITCHED_28V +28V H45 
T46 SWITCHED_28V +28V H46 
    
T47 28V_RET 28V_RET H47 
T48 28V_RET 28V_RET H48 
T49 28V_RET 28V_RET H49 
T50 28V_RET 28V_RET H50 

 
Figure 4.3: ASIM Generation One Logic Symbol  

 

The 28V power source from the spacecraft is regulated on the ASIM to power ASIM 

electronics and the 28V return is the local ground or return path for all power the ASIM and 

the sensor electronics use. Pins T1 to T50 are the connection points for a target sensor 

while the pins H1 and H50 are mostly used to interface to the SPA-U connection, but also to 
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test devices and external serial devices. [5] The pin-out of the overall ASIM component is 

shown in Figure 4.3. 
 

The pulse per second (PPS) signal arrives at the ASIM on an RS-422 differential pair 

typically with 3V to 5V signaling levels. The motherboard connects this signal directly from 

the SPA-U to the ASIM. The PPS signal is not terminated on the ASIM since it can originate 

from the sensor if the sensor is a GPS receiver. The target side connector includes its own 

28V_RET and a signal SWITCHED_28V_P for sensor applications that might require a 28V 

source. [5, 6]  
 

“SPORT” serial port pins are for digital I/O and the test bypass connections are often used 

as oscilloscope/logic analyzer test points during FPGA development. ASIM pins H19 to H26 

are reserved for use as a space wire connection for higher speed data transport (SPA-S). 
 

FPGA 
 

The FPGA used for the ACCI Test Vehicle is from the high-performance SRAM-based high 

logic density and speed Xilinx Virtex-II pro (XC2VP20) family which has dual 300+ MHz IBM 

PowerPC RISC processors and up to 8 Multi-gigabit RocketIO transceiver blocks. The 

XC2VP20 has a 1152-pin package and has advanced clock management features with up 

to 8 DCMs. [35]  
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Figure 4.4: FPGA interface with the ASIM 

 

Our sensor has been interfaced with the ASIM through digital IO, displayed in Figure 4.4. 

The RocketIO operates in wide range of serial bit rates from 600Mb/s to 3.125 Gb/s per 

channel. The eight RocketIO cores in VP20 have been used with AC coupling where 

transceiver differential voltages are compatible, but common mode voltages are not. This 

required careful setting of the VTTX and VTRX voltages of the RocketIO using a 

potentiometer. The RocketIO differential receiver produces the best bit-error rates when the 

VTRX that solely determines the receiver common mode voltage in ACCI link falls between 

1.6V and 1.8V and VTTX to be 2.5V for data rates as high as 3.12Gb/s. [10]  Our first 

differential ACCI chip failed to work with the RocketIO as described in the results section. 

The second (non-differential) ACCI chip was implemented with FPGA user IOs that have the 

flexibility to be used as single-ended inputs and/or outputs. 

 

A crystal oscillator is used to get the desired output frequency of 155.52MHz. All clocks are 

generated from this fixed external crystal. The clock oscillator has been fed into a 1:2 clock 

buffer to boost the signal and provide two differential output clocks synchronous to the input 

clock for the top and bottom part of the design, shown in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5: Clock Generation Block Diagram 

 

Once the clock gets fed into the FPGA, the DCM takes care of the internal clock distribution. 

A key advantage of this architecture is that a wide range of low-jitter, high-frequency clock 

signals can be generated from a conventional fixed frequency crystal.  

 

ACCI Chip 
 

As discussed, the original PCB design for the test vehicle experiment has been done based 

on the TSMC 0.18μm CMOS technology ACCI chip. The architecture of this differential 

signaling chip with 3Gb/s serial link provides serializer, de-serializer, multi-phase DLL, clock 

and data recovery and BERT where TX is the voltage mode driver and RX is the pulse 

receiver. [3, 34] The transmitter path includes a multi-phase DLL clock generator, a 

multiplexer and a driver whereas the receiver path includes the regenerative sense 

amplifier, the semi-digital dual-loop clock recovery circuit, PRBS generator and BERT. [3]  

 

The ACCI channel with high impedance is driven by voltage mode driver since return 

impedance matching at the driver side is already provided by the parallel termination, and it 

is not necessary to use a 50Ω driver to match the T-Line impedance and the high frequency 

pass-band channel characteristic that requires a full swing and high edge rate driver output.  
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of ACCI chip connection  

 

Since the coupling capacitors block the DC signal in ACCIs, the RX needs to self-bias and 

then amplify and convert the pulse signals into NRZ data. For the same reason, an adaptive 

bias voltage input is required so the output swing of the source coupled logic remains the 

same regardless of the resistance variations. Receiver side termination resistors convert the 

differential current into voltage swing and feed to one or more sense amplifiers. The clock 

and data recovery is realized at the receiver side. 

 

The ACCI chip receives the differential signal through INP and INN and drives into four 

differential pairs (OUT0P, OUT0N, OUT1P, OUT1N, OUT2P, OUT2N, OUT3P, OUT3N), 

interface signals displayed in Figure 4.6. The two digital signals provide voltage control (VC) 

of the on-chip termination resistor value using 1.8V drives to avoid signal integrity issues. 

Driving none of these digital lines provide a termination resistance of about 62Ω and driving 

only one of the digital lines provides 52Ω and 48Ω termination respectively. Finally, driving 

both lines provides about 42Ω of termination resistance. The bias enable signal enables 

external bias voltage.  
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Figure 4.7: Bonding diagram on PCB 

 

The chip loopbacks the driver voltage internally into the receiver for equalization. The valid 

ranges of values for external biasing voltage (Vbias) is somewhere between 0.55V and 

0.9V. This would affect the performance only if 1.8V activation VbiasEN digital line is 

selected. The ACCI chip was wire-bonded to the daughterboard PCB pads based on the 

signal route shown in the following bonding diagram, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: ACCI PCB Traces in the Daughtercard 

 

Peripherals 
Temperature sensor 
 

A digital temperature sensor with supply voltage of 3.3V has been interfaced with the vehicle 

system to report a temperature as high as +145°C of the remote sensor and other ICs with 

high accuracy. [8] The remote diode-connected transistor sensor with 3-wire serial interface, 

as shown in Figure 4.9, that allows measuring FPGA die temperature of the motherboard, 

temperature of the daughterboard and that of the serial data lines.  
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Figure 4.9: Temperature Sensor interface 

 

Parallel IV Port JTAG  
 

Joint Test Access Group (JTAG) boundary scan provides an automated means for testing 

high pin count ICs and their interconnections in our design eliminating the need for complex 

probing of IC I/O pins. JTAG enables software debugging of an FPGA fabric by downloading 

configuration bit-streams from a PC to the board. A PROM is used to store the configuration 

data. During standard operations, boundary cells are inactive and allow data to be 

propagated through the device normally. During test modes, all input signals are captured 

for analysis and all output signals are preset to test downstream devices. The operation of 

these scan cells is controlled through the Test Access Port (TAP) Controller and the 

instruction register. 

 

The TAP controller is a state machine (16 possible states) controlling operations associated 

with boundary scan cells. The basic operation is controlled through four pins: Test Clock 

(TCK), Test Mode Select (TMS), Test Data In (TDI), and Test Data Out (TDO).  The TCK 

and TMS pins direct signals between TAP controller states. The TDI and TDO pins receive 

the data input and output signals for the scan chain.  

 

In our design, Figure 4.10, since there are two FPGAs and a PROM for the JTAG chain, a 

master-slave internal jumper has been implemented to toggle between the ASIM, the VP20 

and XCF32 flash. 
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Figure 4.10: JTAG Chain  

 

The JTAG configuration enabled download of configuration data to the FPGA and the 

XCF32 platform flash. The connector for the JTAG chain is displayed in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1: DB-25 PIN JTAG Connections 

DB-25 PIN JTAG  

2 – Data0 TDI 

3 – Data1 TCK 

4 – Data2 TMS 

5 – Data3 NA 

8 – Data6 NA 

11 – NWAIT NA 

12 – USER_OUT3 NA 

13 – USER_OUT2 TDO 

9 – Data7 NA 
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Debug Interfaces 
 

Three LEDs interfaced with the FPGA provide visual debugging information on hardware 

components. A serial TTL for RX and TX and the ASIM RX and TX lines are used for 

desktop RS232 debugging.  

 

Power Distribution Systems 
 

The design of the power distribution system (PDS) in ACCI Test Vehicle takes into account 

the high-speed signals in the circuit.  For this reason, faster protection devices optimized for 

fast transient response are used to tolerate high short circuit current where current rise is not 

limited by longer transmission lines, for example see Figure 4.11. The PDS is implemented 

considering the worst-case scenario of distributing power to multiple applications and clock 

domains that have varying power and transient current demands. Decoupling capacitors 

provide local energy storage to respond very quickly to changing current demands 

maintaining power supply voltage at fixed frequency range; not fluctuating more than 5% 

below or above the actual supply to prevent voltage sags. Small surface-mount capacitors 

and wide capacitors have been used to reduce parasitic inductance effect. Approximately 

one coupling capacitor per Vccint and Vccaux pin and IO utilization for Vcc0 has been 

implemented.  

 

 
Figure 4.11: Bypass Network for PCB 1.8V PDS Design 

 

The second major component of the PDS design that operates in parallel with bypass-

capacitors, is the voltage regulator. It observes its output voltage and adjusts the amount of 
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current being supplied to keep the voltage constant. The devices are protected against both 

reverse input and reverse output voltages.  

 

The voltage regulator in use in our design has an input stage voltage range of 8V to 40V 

and a smaller regulator with an output voltage range of 1.21V to 20V as per the device’s 

datasheet. [19] The output voltage is set by the ratio of two external resistors as shown in 

Figure 4.12. The current in R1 is then equal to 1.21V/R1 and the current in R2 is the current 

in R1 plus the ADJ pin bias current. The ADJ pin bias current, 3mA at room temperature, 

flows through R2 into the ADJ pin. The output voltage has been calculated using equation 2 

as shown below to get the required 1.8V reference for analog VTTX and VTRX used in the 

implemented system. The value of R1 should be less than 4.17k to minimize errors in the 

output voltage caused by the ADJ pin bias current. In shutdown the output is turned off and 

the divider current will be zero. 
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Figure 4.12: Adjustable Regulator 

2
2

1

1.12 (1 ) *out ADJ
RV V I R
R

= + +       Equation 2 

Where IADJ is 3µA and the output is in the range of 1.21V to 20V 

 

Fixed output voltages of 1.5V for the FPGA core, 1.8V, 2.5V for MGTs and FPGA IO and 

3.3V for peripherals are provided by the linear voltage regulators of the same type that are 
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used for digital signaling in the rest of the ACCI system for powering the ACCI chip, digital 

IOs, etc.  

 

A more powerful type of regulator, with 5A current capability and a programmable ON/OFF 

switch has been implemented to provide 3.3V output. The ASIM uses this regulator to 

control power to the ACCIs.   

 

Power-on reset initializes storage devices to a known state and provides time for the power 

supply to stabilize. When power is applied, the initial state will always be the same. The 

logic reset starts the FPGA logic in a known state; the block diagram can be seen in Figure 

4.13. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.13: Power-on Reset block diagram 
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Sensor Integration and Assembly 
The final assembled motherboard and daughterboard are shown below in Figures 4.14 and 

Figure 4.15 respectively. 

 
Figure 4.14: Motherboard top view; pictures courtesy of Steve Lipa 

 
Figure 4.15: Daughterboard without the ACCI chip 
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4.1.2 BERT Re-design 
 

The biggest task in implementing the ACCI Test Vehicle hardware is the coding of the Bit 

Error Rate Test (BERT) module. The BERT module is used for generating and verifying 

high-speed serial data transmitted and received by the RocketIO transceivers. The multi-

channel BERT is used to generate and send a serial stream of bits with a speed of 150Mb/s 

to 3.125Gb/s between transmit (TX) and receive (RX) RocketIO multi-gigabit transceivers 

(MGT) channels and calculate error bits at the receiver. In other words, the BERT tests 

integrity of the ACCI channels by creating a stress on the RocketIO transceiver channels 

with pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) generated by linear feedback shift register 

(LFSR). The BERT logic originally designed by Manav et al has been upgraded and 

redesigned to meet the requirements for the ACCI Test Vehicle system.  

 

Each channel has the ability to load a different data pattern and perform the BER 

measurements independently of other channels. This requirement has changed using the 

ACCI transceiver as a device-under-test (DUT). As discussed in the ACCI chip section, the 

daughterboard has a single differential receive channel and four differential channels to 

send. 

 

4.1.2.1 Transmitter Module 
 

The transmit logic generates pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) patterns and provides 

parallelized data to the RocketIOs. The data for transmission is then serialized by the 

RocketIOs and sent out to the DUT, as shown in Figure 4.16. The transmitter FSM initializes 

the PRBS data transmission with a sequence of 218 comma words followed by the PRBS 

data pattern (TX data).  
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Figure 4.16: Transmitter Module 
 

The FSM of the transmit module is shown in Figure 4.17. The TX FSM starts the transmitter 

in a reset state followed by initialization comma state and then finally becomes ready for 

transmission.  

 
Figure 4.17: Transmitter FSM 
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Linear Feedback Shift Register 
 

The LFSR simulates traffic by generating PRBS bit sequences of length 2n-1, where n is the 

highest order of the PRBS polynomial.  Fibonacci LFSRs, which use XOR gates outside the 

shift register chain, and Galois LFSRs, which use XOR gates inside the shift register chain, 

are the two LFSR implementations used in the re-designed BERT. [1] 

 

A polynomial can be used to represent a multi-stage LFSR implementation.   For example, 

x9 + x6 + x + 1, is a polynomial that indicates a Fibonacci LFSR implementation of a 9-stage 

shift register with the outputs from 1st, 6th and 9th stage XORed and fed-back to the input. 

Fibonacci implementation generally achieves faster clock speeds than Galois 

implementation, resulting in LFSRs with fewer taps. [25] 

 

The PRBS generator can be configured to output a variety of PRBS patterns and is fully 

parameterizable. The parameters being: width of the parallel data output: N (integer), length 

of the PRBS pattern: LENGTH (integer), inversion of the data prior to the output: INVERT 

(binary), and the LFSR polynomial: POLY (binary, with each bit indicating the feedback tap). 

For example, for the polynomial x4 + x3 +x+ 1, N=20, LENGTH = 4, INVERT = 0 and POLY = 

11011 and Figure 4.18 LFSR implements this polynomial. 

 

 
Figure 4.18: Linear Feedback Shift Register 

 

Pattern Generator 
 

The Pattern Generator uses an LFSR to implement PRBS polynomials specified in the ITU-

T Recommendation O.150 [24] plus user patterns, clock and counter patterns for 
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performance measurements on digital transmission equipment. The BERT produces 

different levels of stress on the DUT by the using different PRBSs. 
 

The PRBS pattern implements some inverted outputs to make them more stressful than the 

non-inverted patterns as recommended by ITU-T. The different PRBS patterns are 

multiplexed based on a 4-bit pattern select line to be sent out of a 20-bit port. Error bits can 

be injected into the pattern output in order to create stress on the transceivers. 
 

Table 4.2 lists all the supported patterns. The polynomials, sequence lengths and maximum 

number of consecutive zeros are tabulated. When the invert or error_insert input is asserted, 

all the bits at the output of the transmitter side are inverted to introduce a single error frame 

(burst of 20-bit errors) in the serial output data. This feature helps to check the integrity of 

the BER logic on the receive side. 

 

Table 4.2: Supported PRBS Patterns  

ID Pattern and polynomial Length 
(Bits) 

Zeros Remarks 

0 ½ clock 

(101010) 

2 0 Can be used to generate clock signal 

with the frequency equal to 1/2 the 

transceiver serial rate 

1 1/10 clock 

(5 ones 5 zeros) 

10 5 Can be used to generate clock signal 

with the frequency equal to 1/10th the 

transceiver serial rate 

2 1/20 clock 

(10 ones 10 zeros) 

20 10 Can be used to generate clock signal 

with the frequency equal to 1/20th the 

transceiver serial rate 

3 PRBS (x7+x6+1) 27-1 6 N/A 

4 PRBS (x9+x5+1) 29-1 8 ITU-T Recommendation O.150 (5.1) 

5 PRBS (x11+x9+1) 211-1 10 ITU-T Recommendation O.150 (5.2) 

6 PRBS (x15+x14+1) 215-1 15 ITU-T Recommendation O.150 (5.3) 

7 PRBS (x20+x3+1) 220-1 19 ITU-T Recommendation O.150 (5.4) 
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        Table 4.2 (Continued)  

 

ID Pattern and polynomial Length 
(Bits) 

Zeros Remarks 

8 PRBS (x20+x17+1) 220-1 14 ITU-T Recommendation O.150 (5.5) 

Outputs a one for every instance of 14 

consecutive zeros 

9 PRBS (x23+x18+1) 223-1 23 ITU-T Recommendation O.150 (5.6) 

10 PRBS (x29+x27+1) 229-1 29 ITU-T Recommendation O.150 (5.7) 

11 PRBS (x31+x28+1) 231-1 31 ITU-T Recommendation O.150 (5.8) 

12 PRBS (x32+x31+x30+x10+1) 232-1 31 N/A 

13 User pattern 20 N/A Any 20-bit sequence 

14 ¼ clock 

(11001100) 

 

4 2 Can be used to generate clock signal 

with the frequency equal to 1/4th the 

transceiver serial rate 

15 Counter pattern 220 20 20-bit counter sequence 

 

4.2.2 Receiver Module 
 

The receiver analyzes the de-serialized parallel data received from the transmitter by the 

RocketIO and generates the expected data for errors, as can be seen in Figure 4.19. It 

synchronizes the pattern with the incoming data.  
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Figure 4.19: Receiver Module 

 

The FSM on the receiver side tracks the total number of received frames and those in error 

and the total number of bit errors and updates them every clock cycle and then finally the 

BER is calculated. An ‘overflow’ signal is generated if the bit error counter overflows. The 

receiver FSM also resets the pattern generator in the initialization stage and enables a 

specific pattern during transmission stage. The 20-bit comma word is checked constantly on 

the receiver side to create byte boundaries.  

 

 

Comma Detector 
 
The RocketIOs receives the ‘enable comma align’ command from the receiver to create the 

byte boundaries. [10] The receiver uses the comma detector state machine to search for a 

long sequence of 32 comma words from the incoming data and create the control signals; 

the process shown in Figure 4.20.  
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Figure 4.20: State Diagram of Comma Detector Module 

 

When the transmitter sends consecutive Comma words, the comma detector FSM on the 

receiver side goes to a wait state and by the time the 64th comma word is received, it detects 

the remote reset from the transmitter and goes to ‘comma state.’ It then sends the ‘reset’ 

command to restart the counters on the receiver side and the ‘enable comma align’ 

command to the RocketIO to create byte boundaries. Two non-comma words are received 

while in reset to prevent multiple reset signals and then the FSM goes to the wait state to 

repeat the whole process.  

Pattern Detector 
 

The pattern detector receives the incoming parallel data, generates and pipelines the 

expected data to compensate for the delays in the pattern generator, and finally determines 

the number of bit errors. 

 

The pattern detector FSM, shown in Figure 4.21, repeats this process for every cycle until 
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the expected data aligns and locks at the pattern generator output and then data is 

compared against a delayed version of the incoming data. During monitoring phase pattern 

match, a ‘wait’ command is applied to indicate it is ready to accept the data pattern (input 

data). The receiver asserts a ‘lock’ state, when a valid data stream is detected. The ‘lock’ 

state helps to avoid false triggering and synchronizes the incoming data pattern for BER 

measurement. If the system encounters three consecutive error frames, it goes to the ‘abort’ 

state indicating it is unstable to avoid a burst of errors until next reset.  

 

 
Figure 4.21: Pattern detector state diagram 

 

When the link detection logic declares the link up, the pattern generator starts to calculate 

and update the expected pattern every clock cycle. As long as the link is up and stable, and 

there are no errors for seven or more clock cycles, any bit error on the incoming data cannot 

disturb the actual output of the pattern detector, guaranteeing proper pattern verification and 

BER calculation. Whenever there are one or more bit errors in each cycle for seven or more 

consecutive clock cycles the pattern detector declares a “link down”. 
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4.1.2.2 RocketIO Transceiver 
 

High-speed serialization of transmit parallel data and de-serialization of the data at the 

receiver side has been implemented using RocketIO transceivers, the trademark of Xilinx 

Inc. HDL wrappers provide a driver or instantiation templates for interfacing BERT logic with 

RocketIO. RocketIO is the SerDes device in our design that simplifies many aspects of the 

communication including data alignment, skew between clock and data, error correction, 

comma alignment, FIFO, encoding and decoding. Synchronization of the transmit clock with 

the output of the receiver is taken care by FIFO. 

 

The RocketIO constraints have easily been specified from parameter definitions. The 

Comma value, for instance, specified through the parameter definitions is checked by 

RocketIO for the Comma pattern in the transmit data to issue ‘comma detect’ flag.  

 

Also, clock and data recovery is handled by the RocketIO. The clock recovered from the 

RocketIO drives the receive logic to synchronize with ‘comma detect’ and the data after 

serialization. Of the 50 RocketIO transceiver ports, the high-speed serial data ports (RXN, 

RXP, TXN, and TXP) are connected directly to the external pads while the remaining 46 

ports are accessible to the digital logic on the FPGA. [1, 10] 
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Figure 4.22: RocketIO Core (Courtesy: Xilinx Inc.) 

 

4.1.2.3 Multi-channel BERT 
 

As discussed, there have been two levels of work for the different ACCI chips used in the 

research; the 180nm technology ACCI that use the RocketIO and 350nm chip designed to 

work with UserIO as described in the Implementation Using the Second ACCI Chip section.  
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The original BERT was intended for three channels independent transmitters’ module that 

sends an initialization sequence consisting of Comma words followed by the actual PRBS 

data to the RocketIO and the corresponding destination channels receiver the 

corresponding pattern to be verified for bit errors. With the differential ACCI chip, the original 

BERT was upgraded and re-designed for a multi-channel BERT module that sends data out 

through one channel and receives data through four different channels using  the GPIO 

interface to access internal the BERT channels, as shown in Figure 4.23. 

 

 
Figure 4.23: The Re-Designed BERT Channels 

 

Both top and bottom banks of the FPGA containing the RocketIO transceivers are driven by 

the same reset and source clock inputs. Only one reference clock input is used as required 

to drive FPGA transceivers. The frequency of the source clock is designed to be the same 

as the bit rate of the BERT for source-synchronous interface. Accordingly, the source clock 

is obtained by halving the reference clock that generates the PRBS data. Hence, the 

estimated 155 MHz reference clock generates an approximately 75 MHz source-clock 

frequency providing a 1.5 Gbps data rate with a 20-bit wide data bus, which the RocketIO 

supports. [1]  

 

The redesigned multi-channel BERT system generates and evaluates data transmitted over 

four high-speed serial data links. The PowerPC system provides control functions to read 

from the data plane using the GPIO interface and to send data out to the outside world using 

an RS232 port. The different clocks recovered from the clock recovery logic at the receiver 

of the individual channels are synchronized with an external clock. 
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Figure 4.24: Block diagram of the Multi-Channel BERT system 

 

Clock and Reset Distribution 

 

The DCM is a standard module in the Embedded Development Kit (EDK) that provides the 

clocks for the multi-channel BERT and the general FPGA logic. It supplies separate clocks 

to the BERT transceiver in a way that avoids synchronization problems between the logic 

and the transceiver. The reference clock generates clocks for the internal circuitry of the 

transceiver and hence can’t be used to clock logic.  

 

The DLL has delay compensation and clock synthesis circuitry that connects to a clock tree 

and feedback to the DCM (see Figure 4.25) for low skew, clock alignment, low distortion and 

increased jitter tolerance. Division and multiplication of the input clock is also possible. As 
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discussed before, the output frequency of the clock is obtained by halving the frequency of 

the reference clock to make the output frequency clock the same as the bit rate of our BERT 

for source-synchronous interface.  

. 

 
Figure 4.25: DCM for Clock Generation 

 

The external reset (RST) initializes the BERT system to a known state synchronous with the 

clock because applying asynchronous reset during clock transitions can result in meta-

stable operation. The clock cycle of the reset pulse depends on the time it takes to fully 

initialize the logic in the system, which is three cycles for RocketIO transceivers with the 

recovered clocks synchronous with the receiver logic reset.  

 
Figure 4.26: Reset generation [1] 

 

The ports on the multi-channel BERT module are defined in Table 4.3. Most of the signals 

use little-endian bit ordering except GPIO_IN and GPIO_OUT, which use big-endian 

ordering.  
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Table 4.3: Interface Signals for the redesigned BERT 

Name I/O Description 

REFCLK Input Reference clock for the transceivers. Should not be used to 

drive any user logic  

TX_CLOCK Input Clock that drives the transmit logic on the all channels on 

the respective edge of the FPGA 

RESET Input Active-high reset synchronous to the TX_CLOCK 

GPIO_IN[0:31] Input 32-bit input used to access to the memory mapped registers 

in the design and issue control commands synchronous to 

TX_Clock 

GPIO_OUT[0:31] Output 32-bit output used to read the memory mapped registers in 

the design 

LEDS[2:0] Output Hardware debug LEDs 

debug_LED[3]–Logic reset  

debug_LED[2]–The FPGA top clock divided by 2^20 output 

signal  

debug_LED[1]–The FPGA bottom clock divided by 2^20 

output signal 

TXP Output 

TXN Output 

MGT differential ports that transmit serial data 

RXP Input 

RXN Input 

MGT differential ports that receive serial data 

 

The 32-bit IO pins access the register control and values of the multi-channel BERT using 

GPIO. The GPIO interfaces are memory mapped to the internal registers, where Status 

registers contain the BER values from the BERT channels and Control registers are mapped 

to the I/O pins of the BERT channels. Table 4.4 lists the definitions of the GPIO input pins. 
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Table 4.4: Bit definitions for the 32-bit GPIO input 

Bit Name Description 

[0:1] RD/WR 2’b11: A pulse on both bits (2’b00 to 2’b11 to 2’b00) indicates a 

write operation 

2’b01: A pulse on bit 1 indicates a read operation 

[2:4] ADDR Address of the control/status register for read/write operation 

[5:7] RESET Resets channel [1:3] respectively 

[8:31] DATA The 24-bit data for the write operation and don’t care for the read 

operation 

 

Configuration parameters of the BERT internal signals during write operation for Control 

register definitions and Status register definitions used during a read operation are shown in 

Table 4.5.  

 

Table 4.5: Register Bit definitions for WR/RD  

Address Bit Name Description 

0 (Chl 1) 

1 (Chl 2) 

2 (Chl 3) 

3 (Chl 4) 

[23:9] 

[8] 

 

[7] 

[6] 

 

[5:4] 

 

 

 

[3:0] 

N/A 

Error Insert 

 

Powerdown 

TX_Inhibit 

 

Loopback  

 

 

 

Pattern Select 

Unused. 

When toggled it inserts one error in the 

transmitted data stream 

When set, it shuts down the transceiver in the 

channel 

When asserted high, it turns off the serial 

transmitter output 

Sets the loopback nodes on the transceiver 

2’b00 – No loopback 

2’b01 – Parallel loopback mode 

2’b10 – Serial loopback mode 

Selects the pattern to generate and verify 

3 [23:2] 
[1:0] 

N/A 
Channel 
Select 

Unused. 

Selects the channel. Needs to be set before 

performing a read operation 
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        Table 4.5 (Continued)  

 

Address Bit Name Description 

0 [31:29] 

[28:4] 

[3] 

 

[2] 

[1] 

N/A 

Error Frames 

Overflow 

 

Abort 

Lock  

Unused. 

Indicates the number of frames received in 

error 

When asserted it indicates that the bit errors 

counter has overflown 

Indicates if BER test has been aborted due to 

burst errors 

Indicates if the channel is aligned to the 

incoming data 

1 [31:0] Bit Errors Indicates the total number of bits received in 

error. 

2 [31:18] 

[17:9] 

 

[8:0] 

N/A 

Total Frames 

[41:32] 

Error Interval  

[41:32] 

Unused. 

Indicates the total number of frames received 

 

Indicates the number of frames between last 

two errors 

3 [31:0] Total Frames 

[31:00] 

Indicates the total number of frames 

received(LSB) 

4 [31:0] Error Interval 

[31:00] 

Indicates the number of frames between last 

two errors (LSB) 

 

The user specifies the ‘RD/WR’ operation code (OPCODE = 0b11), the address (ADDR), 

and the DATA value for the GPIO_IN register during control register write to the multi-

channel BERT module. The data is then held for at least two clock cycles. The OPCODE 

and ADDR are decoded and the DATA is stored in the internal register at the specified 

address until the next update. 
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The user specifies the ‘RD/WR’ operation code (OPCODE = 0b01), the address (ADDR) 

value for status register read from the multi-channel BERT module. The data is then held for 

at least two clock cycles to present the status register on the GPIO_OUT bus, which stays 

constant until next GPIO read.  

 

4.2. Implementation Changes with the Second ACCI Chip 
 

The differential ACCI chip failing to work with our system, as described in the results section, 

a single-ended signaling TSMC-0.35µm ACCI chip designed by Jian Xu [4] was chosen as a 

replacement  The single-ended ACCI chip includes a transmitter (TX), two coupling 

capacitors, a transmission line, a termination resistor and a receiver (RX). The TX circuit is a 

three-stage inverter chain. [4] The last stage inverter is relatively large to drive the coupling 

capacitance of the serial capacitor as well as its parasitic capacitances. The first two 

inverters are sized accordingly using the rule of exponential horn flaring to maintain a fast 

edge rates at the last inverter stage.  

 

By passing through the first serial capacitor, which has a high-pass characteristic and blocks 

DC components, the rising edges of NRZ signals are converted into positive voltage pulses, 

and the falling edges of NRZ signals convert into negative voltage pulses. As a lossy T-line 

has the properties of a low-pass filter, the voltage pulses transmitting over the T-line will be 

degraded. Because the input impedance of RX circuit is much lager than the T-line 

characteristic impedance, the second serial capacitor has a wider bandwidth than the first 

one. Those voltage pulses can pass the second serial capacitor with some additional 

attenuation but little overshoot.  

 
Figure 4.27: Schematic of ACCI chip connection 
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Jian et al. demonstrated two single-ended transceiver channels operated simultaneously at 

2.5Gb/s data rate. Two transceiver test chips were flipped and assembled on a common 

substrate; the left one acted as a TX chip and the right one acted as a RX chip. Termination 

resistors were created on test chips by using polysilicon; and flip-chip style decoupling 

capacitor array were mounted on the substrate.  

 

The designed PCB with the single-ended ACCI chip has been modified making one of the 

digital signals, used for controlling an on-chip resistor value, to drive the differential signal 

and the other digital signal as an input to the ACCI chip, depicted in Figure 4.27. The ACCI 

chip was wire-bonded to the daughterboard PCB pads based on the signal route shown in 

the following bonding diagram Figure 4.28. 

 
Figure 4.28: Modified Bonding diagram on PCB 

 

When the second trial single-ended transceiver ACCI chip was under experiment, the 

working BERT System with RocketIO infrastructure has no more been useful. This is mainly 

because HDL wrappers for differential RocketIO transceiver don’t support single-ended 

transceiver systems and the RocketIO differential signals need to be driven from outside the 

FPGA. Also the high-speed RocketIO has been incompatible with UserIO that supports 
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relatively low-speed data rate. With the new system using normal userIO of approximately 

600 Mbps, some of the functionality supported by the RocketIO (coma detection, 

serialization and de-serialization, FIFO, CDR and data encoding and decoding) has been 

done manually in a simpler fashion. A manual PRBS generation has been hard-coded 

including a simple serializer and deserializer with some of the original BERT modules intact.  

 

Because the ACCI chip is edge-triggered, the pattern with clock data had high success rate 

of transmission. Jian et al. demonstrated this ACCI chip with a successful data transmission 

with PRBS of 27-1.  

 

BERT-ASIM Communication 

The simple BERT sends data through ACCI transceiver to the ASIM by incrementing the 

counter one byte at a time when the ASIM provides the handshaking signal. The transmit 

values (frames, search, error, overflow, etc) are arranged in bytes and the channel and the 

byte boundary to be transmitted are defined before sending data to the ASIM. The delay flag 

provides enough delay for the handshaking to take place in the 150MHz clocking BERT 

design. One of the ASIM digital IO signals (DIO_15), which can be reconfigured to be input 

or output, provides the control signal to initializes data transmission. All Digital outputs 

leaving the ACCI chip have been assigned a value, whether used or not. The overall design 

logic is shown in Figure 4.29.  
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Figure 4.29:  Simple BERT Module Block diagram 
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The debugging LEDs (Debug_LED1, Debug_LED2, Debug_LED3) that had been used to 

show the status of the four BERT channels were unutilized in the final design. The rest of 

the IOs from the BERT for the RocketIO remained the same.  

 

4.3 PowerPC Subsystem 
 

An embedded PowerPC processor with the associated data-side and instruction-side block 

RAMs (BRAMs) and controllers, 32-bit GPIO interface and a UART core are utilized as the 

BERT control system. The GPIO interface is used for reading status and counter values by 

the processor from the BERT system and sending it to the UART host for channel 

configuration and BER display through the RS232 interface.  

 

Embedded Development Kit  
 

Embedded processor systems on Xilinx FPGAs utilize graphical user interfaces (GUIs) from 

the Xilinx EDK for hardware design. [1] EDK provides step-by-step guidance for 

specification of a development board (custom or Xilinx development board), processor (type 

and speed), bus interface, memory map, IO definition and other peripheral connections to 

the processor. EDK also provides driver definitions for standard peripherals and the 

processor which can be used in defining a logical interface. EDK creates an editable linker 

script that defines the whole system compiled for the target development board. The linker 

script has been customized where there was significant driver change in some peripherals. . 

Simulation of the prototype hardware design has been run with the software applications. 

 

Ultracontroller  

 

The UltraController module uses PPC405 core, with its instruction-side and data-side on-

chip memory (OCM), that implements a 32-bit IO block to be integrated with other 

components for system monitoring and data operation tasks. The UltraController module 

has a data-side block RAM controller (D-Side Controller interface to D-Side BRAM of 
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16KByte) and an instruction-side block RAM controller (I-Side Controller interface to I-Side 

BRAM of 32KByte).  

 

The direct connection of a PowerPC through OCM without an interface bus like processor 

local bus (PLB) or on-chip peripheral bus (OPB) guarantees a fixed latency of execution. 

The GPIO interface accesses two different addresses on the D-Side dual port BRAM FIFO 

for read and write that allow independent operation. The port B of the data-side block RAM 

implements the GPIO port interface for reads and writes to the external hardware by writing 

to dedicated locations in the block RAM (BRAM), using C-based drivers in software, 

eliminating the need for complex bus structure. The recovered clock controls the write 

operation where as the transit clock controls the read operation enabling efficient BER data 

transfer.  
 

The UltraController design was modified to include peripherals like DCM, PLB-to-OPB 

bridge and OPB-based UART. The processor system and the multi-channel BERT rely on 

the DCM for clock generation while normal system initialization is made possible by 

synchronous reset signals. 

 

 
Figure 4.30: Block diagram of the process system 
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OPB-based UART 

 

The UART core added in EDK for RS232 communications can utilize OPB to interface the 

PowerPC processor with the RS232 host. The UART core provides parameterized options 

for specifying reference clock frequency, baud rate, and parity; the parameters for the BERT 

are shown in Table 4.6. The core also has options for duplex and FIFO (16-character 

TX/RX) 

 

Table 4.6: Parameters for the OPB-based UART 

Parameter Value Description 

CLK_FREQ 75000000 Frequency of the OPB clock driving the UART module, 

in Hz 

BAUDRATE 56700 Baud rate of the UART module in bits per second 

DATA_BITS 8 The number of bits to represent one character 

USE_PARITY 0 Determines whether parity is used or not 

ODD_PARITY 0 Determines whether parity is odd or even, only if parity 

is used 

 
PLB-to-OPB Bridge 
 

The PowerPC processor block controls OPB peripherals with C-based instructions on the 

same FPGA chip using a PLB-to-OPB bridge that uses memory-mapped addressing acting 

as a master on the OPB side and a slave on the PLB side. A DCR slave interface provides 

access to bus error status registers.  

 

4.4 Software Systems 
 

BERT Software Systems Upgrade 
 

Upgrading ISE/EDK 7.1 project files to ISE/EDK 9.1i for re-design wasn’t a trivial exercise. 

The old BERT was used as a starting point for the re-design of the new BERT. The BERT 

logic in Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE) was easier to upgrade than the 
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PowerPC application. The BERT application in EDK flow for RS232 interface involved 

considerable manual driver changes. Also some of the modules written in Verilog have been 

modified to reflect the new BERT logic from the ISE flow. The new UART and GPIO drivers 

for the C-based instructions were compiled to create object code for the onboard PowerPC.  

 

Speed Grade: -6 

   Minimum period: 5.912ns (Maximum Frequency: 169.147MHz) 

   Minimum input arrival time before clock: 6.305ns 

   Maximum output required time after clock: 4.796ns 

   Maximum combinational path delay: 4.160ns 

 

Device utilization summary: 

--------------------------- 

Selected Device : 2vp20ff1152-6  

 Number of Slices:                    4956  out of   9280    53%   

 Number of Slice Flip Flops:          6549  out of  18560    35%   

 Number of 4 input LUTs:              7311  out of  18560    39%   

    Number used as logic:             6998 

    Number used as Shift registers:     93 

    Number used as RAMs:               220 

 Number of IOs:                         56 

 Number of bonded IOBs:                 34  out of    564     6%   

 Number of BRAMs:                       64  out of     88    72%   

 Number of GCLKs:                        6  out of     16    37%   

 Number of PPC405s:                      2  out of      2   100%   

 Number of GTs:                          4  out of      8    50%   

 Number of DCMs:                         1  out of      8    12%   

Figure 4.31: Timing Summary Report 

 

The changes to some of the BERT modules were made using Verilog 2001 constructs. 

Verilog 2001 provides some key features lacking in its predecessor Verilog 95. These HDL 

designs were synthesized into optimized gate-level firmware to map FPGA resources such 
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as LUTs, block RAMS, flip-flops, etc and to generate area and timing reports to facilitate 

performance budgeting and device utilization. The synthesis report generated by the Xilinx 

Synthesis Technology (XST) tool shows the area goal, the timing goal, the optimization 

effort, resource sharing, etc. A sample of the synthesis report is shown in Figure 4.31. The 

critical path in the multiple-clock BERT channel is the carry logic of the 41-bit counter for the 

total received frames. The transmitter logic, the PowerPC and the address mapping logic 

are all driven by the transmit clock.  

 

Constraints 
 

Constraining the design to specific port, IO standard, timing or area help to enhance 

performance of the BERT design. The different constraint parameters mainly IO, Timing and 

Area used in the design are as follows: 
 

a) IO: - Define the pin location of IOs, signaling type, drive termination, etc as shown in 

Table 4.7. The different between LVDS interface and single ending interface is only at input 

buffer. For the different input, ibufds or ibufgbs(for global clock input) are used and ibuf or 

ibufg(for global clock input) are used for single ending signal.  
 

Table 4.7: IO Constraints for ACCI Test Vehicle 

IO Location I/O Standard Description 

LEDS AL2, AL1, AJ7 LVCMOS25 Debug LEDs 

Refclk AL18, AK18 BLVDS25 Differential clock inputs  

Reset Y7 LVCMOS25 Asynchronous system reset 

ASIM_SER_RX AA1 LVCMOS25 Serial Input from the ASIM 

RS232 port 

SER_RX_TTL V4 LVCMOS25 Serial Input from the RS232 

TTL port 

ASIM_SER_TX Y1 LVCMOS25 Serial Output from the ASIM 

RS232 port 

SER_TX_TTL V5 LVCMOS25 Serial Output from the RS232 

TTL port 
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        Table 4.7 (Continued)  

IO Location I/O Standard Description 

BOARD_TEMP_

CSNEG 

AH8  Temp chip with sensor on 

daughterboard 

DIO_00 AG2  Digital IO to/from ASIM 

DIO_01 AG1   

DIO_02 AE2   

DIO_03 AF4   

DIO_04 AF3   

DIO_05 AE1   

DIO_12 W2   

DIO_13 AB2   

TEMP_SCLK AD6  Temp chip to serial lines 

FPGA_TEMP_C

SNEG 

AB8  Chip select to get FPGA die 

temperature 

TEMP_SO W11  Temp chip to serial data line 

DB_DIG33_1 AH6  3.3V driven control lines to 

daughterboard 

DB_DIG33_2 AJ8   

DB_DIG33_3 AG7   

DB_DIG33_4 AH5   

DB_DIG33_5 AK4   

DB_DIG33_6 AK3   

DB_DIG18_1 AL12  1.8V driven control lines to 

daughterboard 

 

b) Timing: - defines frequency for clock and PRBS data to get zero slack. 
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Table 4.8: Timing Constraints for ACCI Test Vehicle 

Clock Signals Frequency 
(MHZ) 

Description 

Ref_Clock 150 Runs the transceiver  

TX_Clock 75 Runs the PowerPC and the BERT  

RX_Clock 75 Runs the receive logic in the BERT  

 

The BERT has been constrained to 200 MHz TX/RX clock values to support higher 

frequency systems.  

 

c) Area: - specifies the allocation of the logic elements on the FPGA including grouping of 

logic driven by the same clock, using clock tree for all clocks, I-BRAM and D-BRAM close to 

the processor, TX and RX logic close to the transceivers. The XPS default area 

configuration has been used for area constraints. 

 

Using Place and Route, the logic blocks are fine tuned and routed to specific locations on 

the FPGA die. It groups logic resources and moves to faster interconnects to enhance 

performance. Finally the configuration file for the FPGA is generated.  

 

The Base System Builder (BSB) Wizard in EDK guides the user through the different steps 

needed to recreate the EDK hardware platform and set up the peripherals connected to the 

PowerPC. An address map similar to the old application, as shown in Table 4.9, has been 

defined and the linker script recreated. The BSB generates important files including 

system.xmp - the Xilinx Microprocessor Project (XMP) file for the reference design, 

system.mhs - the Microprocessor Hardware Specification (MHS) file for the reference and 

system.mss - the Microprocessor Software Specification (MSS).  
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   Number of BUFGMUXs                  6 out of 16     37% 

   Number of DCMs                      1 out of 8      12% 

   Number of External DIFFMs           1 out of 280     1% 

      Number of LOCed DIFFMs           1 out of 1     100% 

   Number of External DIFFSs           1 out of 280     1% 

      Number of LOCed DIFFSs           1 out of 1     100% 

   Number of GTs                       4 out of 8      50% 

   Number of External GTIPADs          8 out of 16     50% 

      Number of LOCed GTIPADs          8 out of 8     100% 

   Number of External GTOPADs          8 out of 16     50% 

      Number of LOCed GTOPADs          8 out of 8     100% 

   Number of External IOBs            38 out of 564     6% 

      Number of LOCed IOBs            38 out of 38    100% 

   Number of JTAGPPCs                  1 out of 1     100% 

   Number of PPC405s                   2 out of 2     100% 

   Number of RAMB16s                  64 out of 88     72% 

   Number of SLICEs                 4640 out of 9280   50% 

      Number of LOCed SLICEs        4640 out of 4640  100% 

Figure 4.32: Device Utilization Summary Report 

 

Drivers 
 

The customized C-based drivers and libraries provided by EDK for read and write operations 

which access the 32-bit GPIO and RS232 have been rewritten for compatibility with the new 

EDK version. The BERT software application written in C has been updated to work with the 

new hardware drivers.  

 

Software instructions and data are loaded into the I-Side BRAM and D-Side BRAM 

connected to the instruction-side and data-side OCM interfaces on the PPC405 processor. 

The UART is memory mapped to the OPB and bridged to the DCR on the processor. The 
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multi-channel BERT module is connected to the GPIO interface and bridged to the D-Side 

BRAM. 

 

Table 4.9: Address map for the peripherals 

Peripheral Address Range Size 

OPB-based UART 0x40600000 0x4060ffff 64 KBytes 

PLB-to-OPB bridge 0x40000000 0x7fffffff 1 GBytes 

GPIO  0x40000000 0x4000ffff 64 KBytes 

Instruction-side BRAM 0xffff0000 0xffffffff 64 KBytes 

Data-side BRAM 0x20800000 0x20807fff 32 KBytes 

 

The multi-channel C-based BERT software application has been modified in such a way the 

BERT logic can send data from the control plane in one channel and read the values in all 

channels. Software reads user inputs from the menu interface, stores them in the data 

structure, and then sends that data to the data plane. [1]  

 

UART Software Code  
 

The following high-level functions derived from the driver functions for UART have been 

modified for the new hardware configuration to read and write to the RS232 interface.  

 

1. UART Init: Clears the transmit and the receive FIFOs in the OPB- based UART 

module and initializes the module for non-interrupt based operation and read and write 

accesses through the DCR mtdcr and mfdcr instructions. 

UART_Init()  

 

2. UART Write: Takes an 8-bit character as an input, waits for the previous transmission 

to get over and then sends the character to the RS232 port. 

UART_Write(char value)  
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3. UART Read: Waits until a character is received from the RS232 port and then returns 

the received character.  

char data = UART_Read()  

 
4. UART printf: Prints formatted output to the RS232 port.  

UART_printf("%d %s..", value1, value2) 

 
5. UART reset cursor: Returns the cursor to the start of the current line.  

UART_reset_cursor()  

 
6. UART clrscr: Clears the terminal emulator screen.  

UART_clrscr()  
 

GPIO Software Code  
 

The following upper level functions derived from the GPIO driver functions have been 

modified for read and write to the specific status and control registers and to reset the BERT 

channels in the multi-channel BERT module accommodating the new hardware. 

 

1. XBERT read: Takes an 8-bit address as an input and returns the 32-bit value of the 

status register at that address in the data plane to provide reads to the 32-bit GPIO 

interface. This is done by outputting the RD/WR OPCODE and ADDR bits on the GPIO 

input of the multi-channel BERT module to access the mapping logic from the control and 

status vectors, and reading back the value from the GPIO output port serving as an 

intermediate memory to transfer data between the control plane and the data plane. The 

syntax of this function is:  

 

int status = XBERT read(char addr)  

 

2. XBERT write: Like the above function, takes an 8-bit address and a 24-bit value as 

input, and writes the 24-bit value to the control register at that address in the data plane 

to provide writes to the 32-bit GPIO interface. This is done by outputting the RD/WR, 
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ADDR and the DATA bits on the GPIO input of the multi-channel BERT module to access 

the mapping logic, and perform the write operation. The syntax of this function is:  

 

XBERT write (char addr, int value)  

 

3. XBERT reset: Used to reset the BERT channels in the multi- channel BERT module. It 

takes in an 8-bit address and sends out a reset pulse on the specific GPIO pin for 

resetting the selected channel. The syntax of this function is:  

 

XBERT reset (char channel) 

 

Top-Level Software Code 
 

The menu-based terminal application to access and configure the BERT system uses 

different subroutines that get called depending on keyboard input. The RS232 will issue 

specific commands, which will directly call the subroutines to perform specific tasks, 

removing the need for the menu interface. [1] The description of the major subroutines is 

given below. 

 

1. print_chl_stats: Reads the status registers across the GPIO interface for the current 

statistics of a  BERT channel based on channel selection. Once the registers are read, it 

extracts the information from these registers to output meaningful values. It calculates and 

outputs the BER of the channel depending upon the total number of frames received and 

total number of bit errors. Error interval and type of pattern currently being used has been 

reported. It outputs the link status bits such as search, link, abort, tx inhibit, channel 

powered down, etc. The syntax of this function is:   

 

print_chl_stats(char channel)  

 

2. modify_chl_config: This function is used to modify the current configuration of the BERT 

channels. Depending upon the specified channel this function performs write operations 

across the GPIO interface to modify the control registers in the multi-channel BERT system. 
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The configurable parameters of a channel include the type of pattern being evaluated, 

loopback mode, transmit inhibit and channel power-down. An important option is to 

artificially inject errors in the transmitted data stream. Every time this option is exercised, 20 

bit-errors are inserted in the bit-stream. The menu interface guides the user to configure all 

these parameters and has the option to check the modified configuration before applying the 

settings. The syntax of this function is:  

 

modify_chl_config(char channel) 

 

BERT Software Application Menu 
 

A high-level software application for the BERT has been provided by the top-level software 

code. The PowerPC processor starts executing this code to perform an initialization and 

displays the multi-function main menu on the terminal after power-up, system reset, or a 

reconfiguration of the FPGA as follows:  

 

1. Display system information: Shows general information about the hardware 

configuration, number of channels, software version, author name, etc.  

 

2. Setup BERT channels: Queries and/or sets the current channel configuration including 

the PRBS pattern, loopback mode, transmit inhibit, channel shutdown and artificial error 

injection.  

 

3. BERT channel statistics: Runs the BERT on channels and shows the real-time statistics 

in the FPGA fabric on the RS232 terminal including the current configuration, BER value, 

error interval between last two errors, and displays the channel status signals like wait, link 

and abort. Since BER is the average number of bit errors that occur in a sequence of n bits 

received in a given period of time, enough bits with enough bit errors must be received on 

the MGT to measure a statistically valid BER result. 
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4. BERT channel reset: Resets the selected BERT channel in the multi-channel BERT 

module. It initializes the transmit side and clears the BER counters on the receive side to 

start a new BER test.  

 

The application steps the user through a set of menus to carry out a particular operation and 

returns to the main menu after successful execution of specific operations. This PowerPC 

application and the rest of the logic design, as indicated before, remains the same as the 

simple BERT. The BERT designed in the final stage has better ASIM integration.  

 

Satellite Data Model 
 
Creating an xTEDS 

 

The ASIM integration of the sensor was made possible by creating an xTEDS. The host 

computer interacts with the ASIM using SDM read commands because the xTEDS is the 

interface control document for data and control options. The sensor control points specified 

in XML format are generated using a user friendly xTEDS generator. The BERT implements 

registers to provide data points for voltage on various nets, status bits from the BERT 

channels, total frames transmitted, error frames, dropped frames and bit errors. Sensor 

control points including the stimulus for the sensor in the form of data like voltage are 

specified from the GUI and customized using the XML document generated is annexed to 

this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 5  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The results and discussion of the ACCI Test Vehicle implementation are covered in this 

section. The implementation of the test vehicle was followed by the creation of a program bit 

file used to configure and test the system. The functionality verification of the Test Vehicle 

using a software tool that inserts logic-analyzer circuitry into a design is explained here. Also 

the overall test configuration of the implemented system, as shown in Figure 5.1, and the 

associated ChipScope simulations are presented.  

TX

RX

Motherboard DUT (Daughterboard)

RX

TX

VP20

 

BERT 
logic

PowerPC

RS232
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Oscillator Clock 
buffer

Temperature 
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Power on 
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Figure 5.1: Test System Setup 

 

5.1 ChipScope Simulations 
 

ChipScope, from Xilinx Inc, helps to tap the desired signals for test and analysis using 

simulation waveforms. It was used to verify functionality and real-time operation of our 
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sensor after place and route. The part of ChipScope pro core referred to as ICON provides a 

communication path between the JTAG Boundary Scan port of the target FPGA. The other 

ChipScope pro core dubbed the ILA core provides a customizable logic analyzer core to 

monitor the internal signals of a design and trigger input and output logic.  

 

As discussed in the previous sections, the ASIM also uses an FPGA which sends out bit 

patterns over a serial link and receives them back and checks for errors. At the top level, we 

basically have our Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT) talking to the ASIM through a variety of 

Digital and Analog channels. The control of the sensor using two different kinds of ACCI 

transceiver technologies is the focus of the next sections. 

 

5.1.1 Test Results for Original Design 

 

The test vehicle was implemented and rolled out for testing using the first ACCI chip with the 

TSMC-0.18µm CMOS Technology as a DUT. The BERT interfaces to the ACCIs through 

various digital and analog channels. These digital and analog lines provide control to the 

ACCI chip including the bias enable, bias voltage and termination resistances. The BERT 

provides the digital control to the ACCI chip like the termination resistance and external 

voltage bias enable. The ASIM Generation One Application Software from Data Design 

Corp. provided with the ASIM board has a graphical user interface for adjusting the DAC 

output, from the ASIM, to the ACCI bias voltage feed. The test was done with the re-

designed BERT programmed to the FPGA and the ACCI Test Vehicle connected to the PC 

running ChipScope through a Parallel IV cable. The ChipScope Pro core is inserted in the 

design to permit monitoring of the digital values being received from the RocketIO in the 

Pattern Detector module.  

 

The input parallel data and the output data from the DUT were tapped to view the simulation 

waveforms. With no external bias voltage, the ACCI chip didn’t seem to work, resulting in 

random output at the receiver. The ACCI chip literally stopped working, as can be seen from 

ChipScope waveform. The receiver shut off outside some Vbias range as can be seen from 
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Figure 5.2 for 20'b11110000000000011111 input data. What this shows is a lot of random 

transitions for each bit.  

 
Figure 5.2: A Random Channel Output 

 

Applying external bias through a digital control line and tuning the bias voltage to increase 

by 0.01v from the ASIM Generation One Application Software improved the signal integrity 

of the waveforms. Changing the VBias without exceeding a voltage limit, so not to blow the 

chip, provided effective bias voltage where transmit and receive signals best match and the 

received signal becomes constant compared to any other outputs in the bias voltage above 

or below the effective bias but not enough to make the system work. The data was still 

random with high BER. External biasing voltages affect the performance only if VBiasEN is 

activated. Also it was possible to learn that the channels show a very good BER with a clock 

signal but does very poor other PRBS data types.   

 

The termination is normally set to 50 ohm and will affect the signal integrity if not close to 50 

ohm. Setting the on-chip termination resistances through the two digital control lines (or 

voltage control lines) affect the signal but no specific parameter fixed the signal integrity 
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issue nor did reversing the polarity of the receiver / transmit signals. Since the original 

design uses 1.8V lines for RocketIO VTTX and VTRX, the PCB have been modified to use a 

potentiometer on the regulator side to easily find a sweet VTRX value, as RocketIO design 

requires a higher VTRX voltage for AC Coupled signals even though VTTX can be powered 

as low as 1.8V for low data rate LVDS interfacing. So after some extensive testing it was not 

possible to get the test vehicle working with this ACCI chip.   

 

An external loopback was created by wire-bonding the RX and TX pairs in the 

daughterboard (DUT) without the ACCI chip to check the integrity of the rest of the signals 

including high-speed digital IOs and RocketIO, after forcing the VTRX to be different from 

VTTX. This made all four channels work properly as can be seen from the waveform in 

Figure 5.3. The input data was 20'b11000011001100110011.  This proved that the problem 

was the signal integrity of the ACCI system. 

 

 
Figure 5.3: Working Channel 
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User Interface 
 

From a top-level view, the sensor was configured to gather data through two different 

means. The first is through a serial port inside our module that connects directly to the 

sensor.  The second means of control is through the ASIM system.  This mode can be 

selected by the value on the Digital I/O 0’s pin.  When this value is low, the sensor can be 

controlled and data can be gathered through the internal serial port only.  When the value is 

high, our sensor is configured through the ASIM module only. 

 

ASIM Control of the Sensor 
 

The generic ASIM GUI was used to set the bit directions on the DIO channels. Digital 

Channels 0 through 12 were configured as Outputs, Channels 13 & 14 as Inputs and 

Channel 15 as an Output. 
 

There are 16 Digital I/O Channels and a variety of Analog Inputs and Outputs that connect 

the sensor and the ASIM. We use the Digital I/O Channels to control the sensor and receive 

the statistics back. The Analog I/O channels have been connected to the various voltage 

rails in the design to monitor the health of the power system of our sensor. The Digital 

Channels from the ASIM are used for the following. 
 

Table 5.1: ASIM Digital control Lines with TSMC-0.18µm CMOS 

Digital Channel # I/O Direction Signal Description 

0 Output ASIM Control Mode 

1 Output VC1 

2 Output VC0 

3 Output VbiasEn 

4 Output PatternSelect[0] 

5 Output PatternSelect[1] 

6 Output PatternSelect[2] 

7 Output PatternSelect[3] 

8 Output LoopbackMode[0] 
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        Table 5.1 (Continued)   

Digital Channel # I/O Direction Signal Description 

9 Output LoopbackMode[1] 

10 Output Powerdown Transceiver 

11 Output Initiate Self test on our Sensor 

12 Output Not Used 

13 Input Self test result 

14 Input Serial port trans. From bert 

15 Output Serial port recv. From bert 

 

ASIM Control Mode: 

 

When this value is set to 0, control is done through the internal debug port (not accessible 

with the cover on our sensor).  When set to 1, the rest of the digital ports were used to 

control the sensor i.e., we were in the ASIM control mode.  

 

VC1/VC0: The 4 possible values determine the on-chip termination resistance of the ACCI 

Channel. 

VbiasEn: The VbiasEn controlled whether the ACCI channel used internal biasing (when 

set to low), or external biasing through the DAC B. 

PatternSelect: These 4 bits control the bit pattern being sent out through the transceiver. 

LoopbackMode: This controlled whether the BERT tester was sending the signal through 

the ACCI channel, or through one of two internal loopback modes. 

PowerDown: This setting controlled whether the transceivers in the BERT tester are 

powered up or down.  When set to 1, the transceivers were powered down. 

SelfTest: These two digital channels are used to start a self-test on the BERT and receive 

the result of the test. 

Serial Port on pins 14 & 15: These two pins served as a TTL-level serial port between the 

ASIM and BERT.  This serial port was the primary way of getting data back from the sensor.   
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Control of BERT through the Internal Debug Port 
 

Full control of the Bit Error Rate tester was implemented using the internal Debug port, 

which uses TTL Level RS232 signals. When using this debug port, a TTL-RS232 level 

converter is needed for it to be hooked to a computer. 

 

The correct initialization of the FPGA was ensured during power-up because the 

configuration bitstream developed by the ISE tool had already been uploaded to the PROM. 

A terminal emulator program, HyperTerminal, was run on the RS232 host PC before 

powering up the system. The settings for the baud rate were required to match those of the 

UART module in the PowerPC processor system as follows: 

 

Baud rate: 57600 

Data bits: 8 

Parity: 0 

Flow control: 0 

 
Figure 5.4: Main Menu 

 

Once the FPGA was powered up, assuming proper communication was established 

between the ACCI system and UART host, it displayed a menu on the terminal screen as 

shown in Figure 5.4.  
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The software option could be selected from the main menu to view channel statistics. 

Entering the channel number in the next menu will display the BER statistics of that channel, 

as shown in Figure 5.5. 
 

 
Figure 5.5: Channel Statistics 

 

The displayed statistics include the current pattern being evaluated, loopback mode, total 

frames received by the channel, total bit errors, total error frames and the BER. The 

statistics indicated that after the link was established, approximately 1 billion frames were 

received and no bit errors were found. Status signals such as search, link, abort, TX inhibit 

and power-down of the channel were also displayed. The system held this data on the 

screen until a key was pressed, then returned to the main menu.  

 

To set up a channel with a different configuration, ‘2’ was selected from the main menu. A 

list of settings on the TX channel as shown in Figure 5.6 was displayed. Current 

configuration of the channel was also shown. 
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Figure 5.6: Channel Configuration  

 

Selecting option ‘3’ shuts down the serial transmitter. However, the receiver side keeps 

running. This option is used to operate the channel in a receive-only mode. Selecting option 

‘4’ will completely turn off the transceiver in that channel. This option is used to power down 

unused channels to reduce power. Every time option ‘5’ is selected, a single frame error is 

inserted in the transmitted data stream. One exercises this option twice to send two error 

frames to the receiver. Selecting ‘q’ will exit this menu and will return to the main menu. 

 

In order to verify the correct reception of the two error frames, the channel statistics menu is 

selected from the main menu. As shown in Figure 5.7 the receiver has correctly identified 

the two error frames and updated the BER counters.  
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Figure 5.7: Showing dropped frames  

 

Going back to the Change Configuration menu and selecting option ‘1’ provides options for 

changing the data pattern.  As shown in Figure 5.8 a list of supported patterns is displayed 

on the terminal screen. Option ‘f’ is selected to evaluate the counter pattern. This returns the 

control back to the configuration menu with the updated data pattern. The control system 

has not yet configured the BERT channel. Once all the changes are made, option ‘q’ is 

selected to finally change the BERT configuration. 

 

 
Figure 5.8: List of supported patterns 
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Loopback settings can be changed by selecting option ‘2’ in the channel configuration menu. 

A list of loopback modes are displayed on the screen as shown in Figure 5.9.  

 

 
Figure 5.9: Loopback options 

 

Internal serial loopback indicates that the serial TX signals are internally connected to serial 

RX signals. Internal parallel loopback indicates that the parallel data from the transmitter 

module is directly presented to the receive logic. External loopback indicates that the signal 

will be looped back externally. Before this option is exercised, it is important to make sure 

the daughterboard is connected to the motherboard. To evaluate this scenario, the loopback 

mode for channel 2 has been set to have external loopback. The daughterboard (DUT) that 

connects the transmitter to the receiver for channel 2 have been unplugged. Once the new 

configuration is saved we select the channel statistics option to view the status of this 

channel. A warning message is displayed as shown in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10: Connection warning message  

 

The option ‘4’ in the main menu is used to reset a particular channel. The selection of this 

option followed by the channel number will send a reset pulse to the corresponding BERT 

channel. The reset generation logic in the BERT channel will then generate appropriate 

signals to initialize the logic modules and restart the BER test. 

 

5.1.2 Test Results for Final Design 

 

When the DUT with TSMC-0.18µm CMOS Technology chip failed to provide functioning 

channels for the Test Vehicle experiment, the TSMC-0.35µm CMOS Technology chip was 

used as a replacement. This single-ended ACCI chip that didn’t require any external biasing 

voltage, bias enable, or on-chip termination resistance control introduced some changes to 

the original daughterboard design. Two of the digital lines that were used to provide control 

to the original ACCI chip were used as TX and RX user IOs with the new chip; leaving most 

of the original RocketIO RX/TX pairs unutilized.  

 

Once the changes specific to this chip had been implemented by wire-bonding the new chip 

and a new simple BERT application had been developed, testing was carried out using 

ChipScope following the same test methodology as the previous case. The data pattern was 
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manually keyed into the simple BERT program. The input and the output data from the DUT 

were tapped to view the simulation waveforms.  

 

The redesigned system worked perfectly providing full-user control of a properly functioning 

ACCI channel through the internal debug port and the ASIM. The Generic ASIM Generation 

One GUI, from Data Design shown in Figure 5.13, has been used to configure all Digital 

Channels, DIO. Proper DIO could be verified after enabling polling from the ASIM GUI and 

pressing the READ XTEDS button.  

 

As an example, a waveform showing correct operation where the transmit and receive data 

match is shown in Figure 5.11.  

 

  
Figure 5.11: Correct Channel Operation 
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User Interface 
 

As before, the sensor can be configured either through the ASIM digital IO or the RS232 

debug port. The direction for ASIM control DIO has was set in such a way that Channels 0 

through 14 are Inputs and Channel 15 as an Output.  

 

 

ASIM Control of our Sensor 
 

The 16 Digital I/O Channels from the ASIM were used for the following. 

 

Table 5.2: ASIM Digital control Lines 

Digital Channel # I/O Direction Signal Description 

0 Input byteOut[0] 

1 Input byteOut[1] 

2 Input byteOut[2] 

3 Input byteOut[3] 

4 Input byteOut[4] 

5 Input byteOut[5] 

6 Input byteOut[6] 

7 Input byteOut[7] 

8 Input byteCount[0]; 

9 Input byteCount[1]; 

10 Input byteCount[2]; 

11 Input byteCount[3]; 

12 Input byteCount[4]; 

13 Input byteCount[5]; 

14 Input byteCount[6]; 

15 Output byteState 

 

byteOut: Incoming data from 20-bit width four BERT channels to the ASIM digital IO. 
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byteCount: Increments the counter as data comes in from channels. 

 

byteState: This controls whether the BERT tester is sending signal through the ACCI 

channel, or through one of two internal loopback modes. 

 
Figure 5.12: ASIM Interface 

 

The USB frame indicator detects if the ASIM is present and continuously increments the 

USB frame number count as reported by the operating system. This GUI has commands for 

examining a data variable at defined external memory location, specifying direction of digital 

IO from/to the ASIM, operating the target sensor, specifying DAC voltages and entering LCD 

text.  
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Figure 5.13: ASIM Generation One GUI 

 

Control of BERT through the Internal Debug Port 
 

Full control of the BERT was achieved using the ASIM during this stage of the 

implementation. However the internal Debug port, which has TTL Level RS232 signals has 

been used as before.   

 

Once the FPGA is powered up and if proper communication is established between the 

ACCI system and UART host, the BER statistics of a selected channel has been displayed, 

as shown in Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14:-Channel Statistics 

 

Power and Thermal Analysis  
 

The design was verified for power. The typical voltages in the ACCI Test Vehicle are 1.5V, 

1.8V, 2.5V, 3.3V and 28V. FPGA power depends on the requirements of internal circuits, 

which include the three major configurable elements: configurable logic blocks (CLBs), I/O 

blocks (IOBs), and interconnects. Power consumption by peripherals is minimal compared to 

the FPGA die. Without the BERT application, the power draw is somewhere between 100-

300 mA which meets the space payload requirements. The FPGA draws a lot more power 

when the BERT is running. The Test Vehicle box enclosure has thermal conduction for 

cooling the electrical enclosure.  
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

6.1 Conclusions 
 

The ACCI Test Vehicle was implemented successfully. The integrated system passed both 

functional and environmental simulations for space application. The smooth integration of 

the ASIM with the Bit Error Tester based on SPA will pave the way for the realization of 

AFRL’s vision to get an ORS product up and running in less than a week using FPGA 

systems.  

 

One of the challenges of this project has been the use of ACCI chips that weren’t fabricated 

with specific design considerations of the Test Vehicle in mind. The incompatibility of 

RocketIO threshold voltages with miniaturized and low voltage ACCI chips was one of the 

major setbacks in the space experiment.  Also, it was observed that the ACCI chips worked 

best with signals that have 50% duty cycle due to good DC balance where a signal may 

pass through the suitable high-pass filter without altering the information content and filtering 

out just the low frequency components.  

 

The research work also included upgrade and redesign of an existing BERT for sending 

PRBS data across the Test Vehicle transceivers, receiving the data back and comparing the 

two signals to check channel integrity. This has provided an up-to-date software based 

BERT application that can be tailored for testing integrity of different transceivers. An ACCI 

chip that has a demonstrated 3Gbps has been successfully tested with a BER of 10-12. This 

ACCI chip, as part of the Test Vehicle, has been tested at a data rate less than 1Gbps due 

to clocking issues with the BERT system. The modularity of the Test Vehicle hardware into a 

motherboard and daughterboard makes it easy to use any DUT in the daughterboard for 
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doing BER measurements. The inefficient FPGA design draws a lot of power but the test 

vehicle design was able to meet the power requirements.  

 

The success of this experiment means that the simple action of plugging a device into an 

available port will accomplish identification, resource configuration, registration, power 

distribution, and rapid availability of the device for immediate use by compatible 

applications. Analog, digital, and communications I/O attached to the ASIM support a high-

speed data path. In summary, the simplified integration of the Test Vehicle sensor using 

xTEDS provides new opportunities for space experiments.  
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6.2 Recommendations  
 

The implemented ACCI Test Vehicle uses the single-ended user-IO of the FPGA as a high-

speed transceiver channel. The design of an ACCI chip that can work with RocketIO 

transceivers will make the test vehicle scalable for high-speed data communication, which 

could be one of the changes in the next phase of the design. This will not only make the test 

vehicle use the maximum speed supported by current FPGA but also scale up to the new 

FPGAs that have as high as 10.125 Gbps transmission speed. The test vehicle is also 

expected to evolve with new generations of the ASIM application. The redesign of the whole 

system when the ASIM becomes an IC-level package in the next generation will optimize 

the test vehicle for power and speed. Finally, poor efficiency issues with FPGA-based 

designs can be overcome by doing a custom ASIC design. 
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APPENDIX 

 

 

The customized XML xTEDS file for sensor definition which represents the sensor and is 

loaded into the ASIM NVROM is as follows.  

 

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 
<xTEDS description="ACCI BER Tester - NCSU" version="2.0" name="ACCI_BERT" 
xmlns="http://www.interfacecontrol.com/SPA/xTEDS"> 
    <Device description="ACCI Bit Error Rate Tester" kind="ACCI" name="ACCI"/> 
    <Interface id="5" name="ACCI_BERT"> 
        <Variable units="Seconds" name="Time" kind="Time" format="UINT32"/> 
        <Variable units="Counts" scaleUnits="Seconds" scaleFactor="0.0001" name="SubS" 
kind="SubSeconds" format="UINT32"/> 
        <Variable units="Hz" rangeMax="1000.0" rangeMin="0.0" format="UINT16" 
kind="dataRate" name="Data_Rate"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="Volt15"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="Volt18"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="Volt25"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="Volt25VA"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="VoltVTRX"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="VoltVTTX"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="Volt33"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="VoltDAC"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT16" kind="voltage" name="Volt28"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="StatsCh1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="totFramesCh1_part1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="errorFigCh1_part1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="totFramesCh1_part2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="errorFigCh1_part2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="droppedCh1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="bitErrorsCh1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="statsCh2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="totFramesCh2_part1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="totFramesCh2_part2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="errorFigCh2_part1"/> 
        <Variable format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="errorFigCh2_part2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="droppedCh2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="bitErrorsCh2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="StatsCh3"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="totFramesCh3_part1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="errorFigCh3_part1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="totFramesCh3_part2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="errorFigCh3_part2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="droppedCh3"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="bitErrorsCh3"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="statsCh4"/> 

http://www.interfacecontrol.com/SPA/xTEDS
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        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="totFramesCh4_part1"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="totFramesCh4_part2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="errorFigCh4_part1"/> 
        <Variable format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="errorFigCh4_part2"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="droppedCh4"/> 
        <Variable  format="UINT32" kind="Misc" name="bitErrorsCh4"/> 
        <Notification> 
            <DataMsg msgRate="1.0" msgArrival="PERIODIC"  id="2" name="GET_VOLTAGES"> 
                <Qualifier value="1" name="telemetryLevel"/> 
                <VariableRef name="SubS"/> 
                <VariableRef name="Time"/> 
                <VariableRef name="Volt15"/> 
                <VariableRef name="Volt18"/> 
                <VariableRef name="Volt25"/> 
                <VariableRef name="Volt25VA"/> 
                <VariableRef name="Volt33"/> 
                <VariableRef name="VoltDAC"/> 
                <VariableRef name="Volt28"/> 
            </DataMsg> 
        </Notification> 
       
        <Notification> 
            <DataMsg msgArrival="PERIODIC" id="3" name="GET_CHANNEL1"> 
                <VariableRef name="SubS"/> 
                <VariableRef name="Time"/>     
                <VariableRef name="StatsCh1"/> 
                <VariableRef name="totFramesCh1_part1"/> 
                <VariableRef name="totFramesCh1_part2"/> 
                <VariableRef name="errorFigCh1_part1"/> 
                <VariableRef name="errorFigCh1_part2"/> 
                <VariableRef name="droppedCh1"/> 
                <VariableRef name="bitErrorsCh1"/> 
            </DataMsg> 
          </Notification> 
…………….. 
       
    </Interface> 
</xTEDS> 

 

 

List of other HDL and Software Codes 

 

1. C codes for ASIM Generation One Module 

2. BERT Verilog Modules for PRBS Generation, TX, RX, State Machines and BER 

calculation 

3. C Code for PowerPC Menu Interface Application  


